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Art & Humanities
Chinese Architecture Series

ANCIENT CHINESE CAPITALS

1st Edition

Wang Guixiang et al. Translated by Xu Lixin
Print ISBN 9789814416191 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416238 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 396pp | Hardback | Gale

Since time immemorial, the capital city has been the power center of a country. Statistically, as many as 300
Chinese cities once served as power centers—whether for a small state or for a unified empire—in Chinese
history. Out of these Xi’an, Luoyang, Beijing, Nanjing, and Kaifeng stand out as the “Five Great Capital
Cities” or “Five Ancient Chinese Capitals.”
As the historical capitals of China, these cities have witnessed the vicissitudes of Chinese history for over
5,000 years. Consisting of five chapters, this book aims to present the narratives of the five ancient cities,
supported by abundant photographs and sketches, as well as historical records. In these chapters, the
authors explore the historical development of these Chinese capital cities, from the very first dynasty in
China, the legendary Xia Dynasty, to the very last one, the tottering Qing Dynasty; and provides an authentic
and lively account of the origins, archaeological discoveries, geographical facts, and architectural designs
of some world-renowned landmarks in these cities. These include the Drum and Bell towers in Xi’an, the
Longmen Grottoes in Luoyang, the Great Xiangguo Temple in Kaifeng, the Confucius Temple in Nanjing,
and the Forbidden City in Beijing.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• A title in the Chinese Architecture Series
• Provides an illustrated architectural and cultural
history of five ancient Chinese capital cities—
Xi’an, Luoyang, Kaifeng, Nanjing, and Beijing
• Contains abundant photographs and images
taken from historical records, archaeological
sites, and today’s landmarks

List of Figures.
Preface.
Chapter 1 Xi’an.
Chapter 2 Luoyang.
Chapter 3 Kaifeng.
Chapter 4 Nanjing.
Chapter 5 Beijing.
Index.
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Chinese Architecture Series

CHINESE GARDENS

Theory and Practice
Chen Congzhou

Print ISBN a416207 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416245 | eBook Price From US$165.00
©2016, 384pp, Hardback, 9789814416207, Gale

The traditional Chinese garden is an artistic synthesis of architecture, rockery, water, and horticulture that exudes
idyllic sentiments and picturesque fascinations. Though rockery and water are set out by man, they must look like
wrought by nature. The value of rockery is borne in its veins, and that of a stream or pond lies in its headwater;
only when the veins and the headwater are interconnected can the entire garden come to dynamic life. The
gardens made by the literati officials, most of whom were proficient in poetry and prose and could paint and
sing, were inevitably rooted in their shared ideals or feelings. Imbued with allusions to poetry and prose, their
gardens achieve oneness with literature by means of inscribed horizontal boards and vertical couplets, as well
as records and colophons on classical paintings. That is why whenever a visitor steps into such a garden, he feels
as if he were rambling the realms of poetry and painting. He may improvise a poem on the spot if he is highly
attained in literature, and depict the garden’s scenery with freewheeling brush strokes in the late Ming tradition
if he is a painter. All this has happened to every educated visitor to such a garden.

FEATURES:
• The first sizeable English edition of writings
garnered from the distinguished late Professor
Chen Congzhou’s encyclopedic oeuvre on
traditional Chinese gardens
• Provides a comprehensive coverage and critical
analysis of the history, art, and architecture of
traditional Chinese gardens through the eyes of a
leading Chinese garden historian and landscape
architect who spent his whole lifetime conserving
and restoring historic gardens in China
• The main contents are divided into two parts,
Theory and Practice
• Contains more than 80 beautiful photos featuring
the most famous and classical Chinese gardens
• Fourth title in the “Chinese Architecture Series”

CONTENTS:
Introduction. Preface. Notes from the Translator.
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Theory: On Gardens 1. On Gardens 2. On Gardens 3.
On Gardens 4. On Gardens 5. Joy of Daily Rambling of
Gardens. Poetry and Prose and the Craft of Gardens.
Gardens and Landscape Painting. Gardens South and
North Differ in Scenery. Gardens and Kunqu Opera:
Beauty’s Tour de Force. View Borrowing in Garden
Architecture. Country Dwellings and Gardens. Practice:
Suzhou Gardens: An Overview. Master-of-Nets Garden,
Suzhou. Dark Blue Waves Pavilion, Suzhou. Retreat
and Reflection Garden, Tongli. Yangzhou Gardens
and Dwellings. Appendix: Yangzhou Gardens Today.
Slender West Lake, Yangzhou. Small-Rock Mountain
Abode, Yangzhou. Gratification Garden, Inner
Garden, Shanghai. West Lake Gardens, Hangzhou.
Shen’s Garden, Vernal Waves Bridge, Shaoxing. Notes
on Prince Gong’s Mansion. Summer Palace, Beijing.
Mountain Summer Resort, Outlying Temples, Chengde.
Chen Congzhou Timeline. Glossary: Authors, Artists
and Garden Owners. Works of Literature and Art.
Gardens and Scenic Views. Architecture. Bibliography.
Index
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Chinese Architecture Series

LIANG SICHENG AND THE TEMPLE
OF BUDDHA’S LIGHT
Edited and translated by

Vimalin Rujivacharakul, University of Delaware;
Luo Deyin, Tsinghua University
Print ISBN 9789814441032 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814441049 | eBook Price From US$165.00
©2015, 325pp, Hardback, 9789814441032, Gale

In July 1937, Liang Sicheng (1901–1972) led a small team of architectural historians to Mount Wutai in
Shanxi. There, in the land known as the dwelling of of Mañjusri, they encountered the ninth-century
Buddha hall dating from the Tang period. In Chinese architectural history, this finding was a watershed
moment. At the time of its discovery, this extant architecture was the sole Tang timber structure
ever found on the mainland.
The legendary ninth-century Tang Buddha hall is part of the Temple of Buddha’s Light (Foguangsi, or the Foguang temple).
First built in the Northern Wei dynasty, the original temple was destroyed and a new one was subsequently constructed
in the same location in the late Tang period. Liang and his team measured the temple’s architecture and examined both
the Buddha hall and other buildings. Although he could not publicly announce the discovery or publish his study until the
1940s, the news spread fast once the first article appeared. Since then, this remote temple in Shanxi has become one of
China’s most renowned architectural legacies. In 2009, UNESCO listed it as part of Mount Wutai World Heritage Site.
This book presents the history and historiography of the discovery of the Temple of Buddha’s Light. It also delivers, for
the first time, both Liang’s complete account of the trip translated into English and his detailed analyses of the temple’s
architecture and decorative art. Also included are Liang’s original photographs and drawings of the temple complex.
As both the technical history of Tang architecture and history of modern discovery are brought together,
Liang Sicheng and the Temple of Buddha’s Light will bring readers back in time to explore pre-war China and
Mount Wutai, before returning to the present to address the controversies brought up by three generations
of scholars. This famous architecture has indeed many unresolved puzzles.
FEATURES:
• Presents a critical and thorough analysis of the
architecture and history of the Foguang temple, a
ninth-century Tang temple in Shanxi, China, and
one of the oldest timber structures in the world
• Features a full-length English translation of the
first extensive research account of the Foguang
temple written by Liang Sicheng after his
discovery of the temple
• Covers the architectural and technical history of
Tang timber structure
• Includes Liang Sicheng’s original writings about the
Foguang temple, his photographs and drawings, as

well as more recent research literatures
• Contains extensive annotated notes throughout
the translation and other sections, providing
additional details or identifying information that
Liang Sicheng or later scholars subsequently
adjusted in the other editions of the text
CONTENTS:
Acknowledgements. Section 1 Backgrounds.
Section 2 Ji Wutaishan Foguangsi Jianzhu. Section
3 Supplementary Essays. Endnotes. Bibliography.
Index.
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CHINESE SCULPTURE

A Historical Journey
Liang Sicheng

Print ISBN 9789814416214 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416252 | eBook Price From US$165.00
©2015, 218pp, Hardback, 9789814416214, Gale

Between 1932 and 1939, Liang Sicheng and his wife, Lin Huiyin, together with a few members of the Institute
for Research in Chinese Architecture, traveled to Northern and Southwestern China on over a dozen
archaeological expeditions to conduct pioneer surveys on ancient Chinese architecture and sculptures. The
most prominent of these discoveries are featured in Chinese Sculpture as a collection of short essays and
vignette sketches, covering the monumental cliff shrines and the most ancient Buddhist temples in Yungang
and Longmen as well as the border regions of Sichuan and Yunnan. This book presents a panoramic view of
ancient Chinese sculptures, from the earliest times to late Ming (1368–1644), as seen through the eyes of
Liang, who was bent on preserving China’s cultural past in the tumultuous and war-torn years of the 1930s
and 1940s. Chinese Sculpture is illustrated with over 300 valuable photographs and hand-drawn sketches.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a panoramic view of ancient Chinese
sculptures from the earliest times to late Ming
(1368–1644) through the eyes of Liang Sicheng
who was bent on preserving China’s cultural
past in the tumultuous and war-torn years of the
1930s and 1940s
• Comprises a collection of short essays and
vignette sketches, covering the monumental
cliff shrines and the most ancient Buddhist
temples in Yungang and Longmen as well as the
border regions of Sichuan and Yunnan
• Contains over 300 historical photographs and
hand-drawn sketches

Note from the Translators.
Chapter 1: Early Sculptures in China: Before the
		 Arrival of Buddhism.
Chapter 2: The Beginning of Buddhist Sculpture.
Chapter 3: The Northern and Southern Dynasties
		(386–589).
Chapter 4: The Sui Dynasty (581–618).
Chapter 5: The Tang Dynasty (618 –907).
Chapter 6: The Song-Liao-Jin Dynasties (960–1279).
Chapter 7: The Yuan-Ming Dynasties (1271–1644).
Chapter 8: Liang Sicheng: A Biography. Index.
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CHINESE ARCHITECTURE

Art and Artifacts
Liang Sicheng

Print ISBN 9789814416221 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416269 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 292pp | Hardback | Gale

Chinese Architecture: Art and Artifacts is a collection of eight English essays by the renowned architectural
historian Liang Sicheng (Liang Ssu-ch’eng, 1901–1972) on the history of Chinese architecture, covering
topics such as art and architecture, Buddhist cave sculptures, pagodas, and China’s oldest wooden
structure—Fo-kuang Ssu. Between 1932 and 1937, Liang and his team from the Society for Research in
Chinese Architecture traveled to 137 counties in northern China and meticulously surveyed thousands of
monuments dating back to various periods in Chinese history. The most prominent of these discoveries are
featured in Chinese Architecture: Art and Artifacts. The book is illustrated with 100 valuable architectural
drawings and photographs.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a well-researched and -illustrated
account of ancient Chinese buildings and
monuments dating from as early as the Five
Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period, some of
which are no longer present today
• Contains rare hand-drawn architectural
drawings and valuable photographs
• Includes a foreword by Lai Delin, Associate
Professor of Asian Art, University of Louisville

Foreword. Publisher’s Note. Chapter 1 Chinese
Architecture. Chapter 2 A Han Terracotta Model of a
Three-story House. Chapter 3 Two Liao Structures of
Tu-lo Ssu, Chi Hsien. Chapter 4 In Search of Ancient
Architecture in North China.Chapter 5 Buddhist Cave
Sculpture. Chapter 6 Five Early Chinese Pagodas.
Chapter 7 China’s Oldest Wooden Structure. Chapter
8 Art and Architecture China: Arts, Language, and
Mass Media. Appendices. Letter to Alfred Bendiner
(Original CV Included). Letter to Wilma Fairbank
Pictorial Appendix to Chapter 7. Index.
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Art & Humanities
FINE ARTS IN THE ERA OF
MAO ZEDONG (1942–1976)
Zou Yuejin, China Central Academy of Fine Arts
Print ISBN 9789814272339 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814272803 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2011 | 500pp | Hardback | Gale

In the history of the Chinese fine arts in the 20th century, the Mao Zedong era (1942–1976) is a complete
and separate period due to its unique form and style as well as special historical and academic significance.
Historically and ideologically, Mao Zedong’s Talk at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Arts in 1942 became
an important document that had dominated, constructed, regulated, and guided the development of Chinese
literature and arts during this period.
This book grew out of an exhibition held in Guangdong Art Museum in 2005, featuring the important art
works and related pictorial and textual materials produced during the Mao Zedong’s era. It gathers hundreds
of vivid, colorful visual artworks that are organized under eight topics: the creation of Mao Zedong’s images,
revolutionary history, socialist images, the workers, farmers, and soldiers, class struggle minority groups,
female images, and the youth. These creative works provide readers and scholars with rare visual reference
to appreciate and explore the origin, meaning, and value of the fine-art works from that interesting period.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Comprehensively describes and analyzes the
historical development and the nature of the
fine arts of the Mao Zedong Era.
• Portrays the collective memory of several
generations of the Chinese people who lived
through that era of passion and ideals through
over 900 vivid, colorful artworks organized
under eight topics.
• Examines the use of the artworks of that period as
propaganda for the Communist Party of China.
• Presents a detailed historical overview of the Mao
Zedong Era through the timelines of the fine arts
and significant political and cultural events.

Part One. Mao Zedong’s Images in the Fine Arts
of the Mao Zedong Era. Part Two. Revolutionary
History in the Fine Arts of the Mao Zedong Era. Part
Three. Socialist Images in the Fine Arts of the Mao
Zedong Era. Part Four. Images of Workers, Farmers,
and Soldiers in the Fine Arts of the Mao Zedong Era.
Part Five. Images of Class Struggle in the Fine Arts
of the Mao Zedong Era. Part Six. Images of Minority
Groups in the Fine Arts of the Mao Zedong Era. Part
Seven. Female Images in the Fine Arts of the Mao
Zedong Era. Part Eight. Images of the Youth in the
Fine Arts of the Mao Zedong Era.
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Biography & Genealogy
Biographies and Notes

CHINESE MUSIC

20th Century And Beyond
Li Lanqing

Print ISBN 9789814384575 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814384582 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 387pp | Hardback | Gale

In Biographies and Notes: Chinese Music 20th Century and Beyond, Li Lanqing retells, in an easy-to-understand
language, the Chinese music renaissance that took place more than 100 years ago through a set of
chronologically arranged biographies, a style similar to that of Records of the Grand Historian by Sima Qian
(ca. 145– or 135–86 BC) of the Former Han dynasty.
The book presents 18 modern Chinese composers who were born no later than 1912, active in the first half
of the 20th century, and are no longer around today. Some, like Nie Er, Xian Xinghai, and He Luting, are
household names whose songs and music are still being sung and played today; the others, including Shen
Xingong, Zeng Zhimin, and Huang Zi, may have been closely studied by music scholars and students but
remain largely obscure to ordinary Chinese music lovers even though all of them were prominent figures in
the Chinese music scene during the first five decades of the 20th century. By retracing the life trajectories
of these music pioneers, the book offers a loosely structured yet highly fascinating historical account of
the modern Chinese music.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Chronologically arranged biographies
supplemented with author’s notes to provide
additional background information
• Numerous photos that have been thoughtfully
inserted to facilitate reading and transpose
readers back into time
• Presented in a simple, easy-to-understand
language
• Provides a highly fascinating historical account
of 18 modern Chinese composers who were
prominent figures in the Chinese music scene
during the first five decades of the 20th century

Preface. Chapter 1. Shen Xingong. Chapter 2. Zeng
Zhimin. Chapter 3. Li Shutong. Chapter 4 . Xiao
Youmei. Chapter 5. Li Jinhui. Chapter 6 Zhao Yuanren.
Chapter 7. Wang Guangqi. Chapter 8. Ah Bing. Chapter
9. Qing Zhu. Chapter 10 Liu Tianhua. Chapter 11. Lü
Wencheng. Chapter 12. He Luting. Chapter 13. Huang
Zi. Chapter 14. Xian Xinghai. Chapter 15. Lü Ji. Chapter
16. Jiang Wenye. Chapter 17. Nie Er. Chapter 18. Ma
Sicong. Glossary. Index.
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Biography & Genealogy
THE ACADEMIC KNIGHT BETWEEN
EAST AND WEST

A Biography of Alexander von Staël-Holstein

Wang Qilong and Deng Xiaoyong, Tsinghua University
Print ISBN 9789814510073 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814510455 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 200pp | Hardback | Gale

A legendary pioneer scholar of Asian studies, Alexander von Staël-Holstein (1877–1937) was a GermanBaltic aristocrat and an émigré of Czarist Russia displaced by the Bolshevik Revolution. He took up an
adjunct teaching position at Peking University and was subsequently a visiting professor at Harvard for the
academic year 1928–29 and full professor of Central Asian Studies at Harvard from 1929 till his passing away.
Throughout his career, Staël-Holstein repeatedly emphasized the importance of Sanskrit and Tibetan for the
reconstruction of ancient Chinese phonetics. A signification portion of his works consists of translations
and comparisons of Buddhist, Sanskrit, and Chinese Buddhist scriptures. The Academic Knight Between East
and West is the first and only comprehensive biography on Alexander von Staël-Holstein’s life and academic
achievements.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• First and only biography on Alexander von StaëlHolstein’s life and academic achievements

Foreword. Preface. Part One: The Life of Baron
Alexander von Staël-Holstein. Chapter 1. Youth.
Chapter 2. Academic Journey of Travel and Study.
Chapter 3. Sojourn in Beijing. Chapter 4. One Year
at Harvard. Chapter 5. Returning to Peking. Part
Two: Alexander von Staël-Holstein and the Chinese
Academia in Modern Times. Chapter 6. A Dream.
Chapter 7. Affiliations with the Chinese Academia.
Chapter 8. Contributions to China’s Linguistics.
Chapter 9. Research on Buddhist Literature.
Chapter 10. Contributions to China Tibetology. Part
Three: Alexander von Staël-Holstein and Harvard
University. Chapter 11. The Sino-Indian Institute.
Chapter 12. Distinguished Research Assistants.
Chapter 13. American Students Sent to China by
Harvard-Yenching. Chapter 14. The Loss of a World
Renowned Scholar. Periodical Abbreviations. Glossary.
Bibliography. Index.

• Detailed chronology of a legendary and pioneer
scholar of Asian studies
• An introspective reference on the importance
of Sanskrit and Tibetan in the reconstruction of
ancient Chinese phonetics
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Biography & Genealogy
THE PAPERS OF LEE KUAN YEW

Speeches, Interviews and Dialogues 1950-1990
National Archives of Singapore

Print ISBN 9789814352260 (10-vol set) | Print Price US$3000.00
© 2012, Casebound | Gale

Print ISBN 9789814369411 (10-vol set) | Print Price US$3800.00
© 2012, Leather-bound | Gale

eBook ISBN 9789814369381 | eBook Price From US$3300.00

“

© 2012, eBook | Gale

The centrality of Lee Kuan Yew to Singapore’s national
story is undisputed; his papers will have a wide
readership within and outside Singapore. The utility
of this ten-volume collection for researchers lies in the
comprehensive nature of the papers. While many of the
papers are available elsewhere, to have them indexed
and united in a single source will be immensely useful
for researchers.
— Dr. Nicole Tarulevicz
School of Asian Languages and Studies,
University of Tasmania, Australia

“

Vol. 1–Vol. 10
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Biography & Genealogy
Lee Kuan Yew (1923– 2015) is a prominent Singaporean statesman. He was the first prime minister of the
Republic of Singapore and governed the island nation for three decades (1959–1990). By the time he stepped
down to enable a smooth leadership renewal, he had become the world’s longest-serving prime minister. He
was Singapore’s senior minister (SM) from 1990 to 2004 and then minister mentor (MM) from 2004 to 2011.
As the co-founder and first secretary-general of the People’s Action Party (PAP), he led the party to eight
victories from 1959 to 1990, oversaw the separation of Singapore from Malaysia in 1965, and engineered
its subsequent transformation from an underdeveloped colonial outpost with no natural resources into a
First-World Asian Tiger. He remains one of the most influential political figures in Southeast Asia.
The Papers of Lee Kuan Yew: Speeches, Interviews and Dialogues is a compilation of all the speeches, interviews
and press conference presentations delivered by Lee Kuan Yew from 1950 through 1990. It covers four decades,
including the period before Lee became the prime minister of Singapore and the period when he served as
the prime minister. It consists of ten volumes covering the following years: 1950–1962 (Volume 1), 1963–July
1965 (Volume 2), August 1965–1966 (Volume 3), 1967–1968 (Volume 4), 1969–1971 (Volume 5), 1972–1974
(Volume 6), 1975–1977 (Volume 7), 1978–1980 (Volume 8), 1981–1987 (Volume 9), and 1988–1990 (Volume 10).

FEATURES:
• The most comprehensive collection of various types of presentations of Lee Kuan Yew, the founding prime
minister of Singapore
• A first-hand source for examining the thoughts of Lee over four decades (1950—1990) on a wide range
of topics such as independence, decolonisation, Malaysian Malaysia, separation from Malaysia, British
withdrawal, industrialisation, public housing, multiracial harmony, civil service and leadership succession
• Rare historical photos are dispersed throughout the volumes to give readers a sense of time and place
• Some terms and names are annotated to help readers unfamiliar with contexts unique to Singapore and
Southeast Asia
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Biography & Genealogy
THE PAPERS OF LEE KUAN YEW

Speeches, Interviews and Dialogues 1990-2011
National Archives of Singapore

Print ISBN 9789814424349 (10-vol set) | Print Price US$3000.00
© 2013, Casebound | Gale

Print ISBN 9789814424455 (10-vol set) | Print Price US$3800.00
© 2013, Leather-bound | Gale

eBook ISBN 9789814424561 | eBook Price From US$3300.00

“

The volumes presented here . . . are an indispensable
source for the thinking of one of the seminal leaders
of our period. They show a statesman of rare skill
navigating difficult choices as his state secured its
independence, built its distinct identity, navigated
domestic and regional upheavals, and emerged as
a crucial and influential component of the modern
world order.
— Dr. Henry Kissinger
former Secretary of State,
the United States of America

“

Vol. 11–Vol. 20

© 2013, eBook | Gale
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Biography & Genealogy
In 2011, Gale published, to wide critical acclaim, the first ten volumes of The Papers of Lee Kuan Yew: Speeches,
Interviews and Dialogues, a compilation of four decades (1950–1990) of speeches, interviews and press
conference presentations delivered by the founding father of modern Singapore during her formative years
to her rise to prominence as an Asian Tiger.
Now we are proud to present its continuation, The Papers of Lee Kuan Yew: Speeches, Interviews and Dialogues
(1990–2011). These new volumes cover Lee Kuan Yew’s tenures as senior minister and minister mentor,
starting with Lee’s interview with Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK) on 18 December 1990 and ending with
his speech at NTUC’s 50th anniversary dinner on 13 May 2011, chronicling Lee’s political statements and
thoughts as the nation went through significant changes and crises, such as the Asian financial crisis of
1997, the SARS outbreak of 2003, and the intense fight against terrorism. Lee stepped down as minister
mentor on 21 May 2011.
Also included in the new ten-volume set is a cumulative index volume that has been compiled to gather all
the index entries included in volumes 1 to 19 that span a period of six decades (1950–2011). This will help
readers and scholars to easily and quickly locate terms and topics they are interested in across the volumes.

FEATURES:
• The most comprehensive collection of various types of presentations of Lee Kuan Yew, the founding prime
minister of Singapore
• A first-hand source for examining the thoughts of Lee over two decades (1990–2011) on a wide range of
topics such as multiracial harmony, population growth, foreign talent, productivity, language education,
anti-terrorism, crisis control, regional cooperation (ASEAN), relations with the United States, mainland
China, Taiwan, and Japan, Hong Kong’s handover to China, and free trade agreements
• Rare historical photos are dispersed throughout the volumes to give readers a sense of time and place
• Some terms and names are annotated to help readers who are not familiar with certain content that is
unique to Singapore and Southeast Asia
• A cumulative index to all 19 volumes (1950–1990 and 1990–2011) for convenient research
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Biography & Genealogy
DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS OF ERNEST SATOW
(1861–1906)
7-vol set

Print ISBN 9789814591096 (7-vol set) | Print Price US$2,100.00 (set)
eBook ISBN 9789814591201 (7-vol set) | eBook Price From US$2,310.00 (set)
© 2015-2019 | Hardback | Gale

Sir Ernest Mason Satow (1843–1929) was a legendary British diplomat, a key figure in East Asia and Anglo–
Japanese /Chinese relations, particularly in Bakumatsu (1853–1867) and Meiji Era (1868–1912) Japan, and in
China after the Boxer Rebellion (1900–1906). He also served in Siam (present-day Thailand), Uruguay and
Morocco, and represented Britain at the Second Hague Peace Conference in 1907.
This transcribed and annotated collection consists of Satow’s diaries and travel journals, which covers a
period of over forty-five years (1861 to 1906).

FEATURES:
• Based on the Satow’s original diaries and journals held in the UK National Archives
• A seven-volume project that transcribes and annotates Satow’s diaries and travel journals, covering a
period of over forty-five years (1861 to 1906), and provides firsthand research materials on the history of
China, Japan, Thailand, Uruguay, and Morocco
• Faithfully transcribed and adequately annotated, inviting readers to read on
• Incorporates all the hand-drawn illustrations made by Satow in his diaries and journals
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Biography & Genealogy
DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 1 (1861–1872; China & Japan)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University

Print ISBN 9789814591102 (vol.1) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591218 (vol.1) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2015 | 478pp | Hardback | Gale

DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 2 (1873–1882; Japan & Europe)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University

Print ISBN 9789814591119 (vol.2) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591225 (vol.3) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2016 | 544pp | Hardback | Gale

DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 3 (1883–1888; Siam, Japan & Europe)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University

Print ISBN 9789814591126 (vol.3) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591232 (vol.3) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2017 | 574pp | Hardback | Gale

DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS OF
ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 4 (1889–1894; Europe, Uruguay, & Morocco)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University
Print ISBN 9789814591133 (vol.4) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591249 (vol.4) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2017 | 576pp | Hardback | Gale
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Biography & Genealogy
DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 5 (1895–1899; Morocco, Europe & Japan)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University
Print ISBN 9789814591140 (vol.5) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591256 (vol.5) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2018 | 614pp | Hardback | Gale

DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 6 (1900–1903; Japan, Europe & China)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University
Print ISBN 9789814591157 (vol.6) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591263 (vol.6) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2019 | 542pp | Hardback | Gale

DIARIES AND TRAVEL JOURNALS
OF ERNEST SATOW (1861–1906)

Volume 7 (1904-1906; China and Japan)
Transcribed and annotated by Shinichi Miyazawa;
Preface by Professor De-min Tao, Kansai University

Print ISBN 9789814591164 (vol.7) | Print Price US$300.00/vol.
eBook ISBN 9789814591270 (vol.7) | eBook Price From US$330.00/vol.
© 2019 | circ.500pp | Hardback | Gale
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BLUE BOOK OF CHINA’S
COMMERCIAL SECTOR (2016–17)
Fung Business Intelligence Centre; National Academy of Economic
Strategy (NAES)
Print ISBN 9789814763943 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814763950 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2017 | 360pp | Hardback | Gale

While the fast-unfolding story of China’s economy is often told in terms of manufacturing, exports, finance,
and real estate, this book is the ultimate guided tour into that other engine room of growth—the commercial
sector. The biennial publication, Blue Book of China’s Commercial Sector (2016–17), now in its sixth edition,
offers the single most authoritative account of trends and issues re-shaping China’s commercial landscape,
from retailing, wholesale/distribution and logistics to catering and urban development. Together, the National
Academy of Economic Strategy of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, in Beijing, and Hong Kong-based
Fung Business Intelligence provide timely, detailed analysis of China’s commercial sector at the start of the
13th Five-Year Plan (2016–20). They explore and map the impacts of two developments integral to the plan:
China’s ongoing transition to a “new normal” of economic growth that is slower but of higher quality, and
the rise of new technologies and business models that are driving an e-commerce boom unlike that seen in
any other large economy. These are among the many reasons why the Blue Book of China’s Commercial Sector
(2016–17) is an essential resource for businesses, analysts, scholars, and governments alike.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a comprehensive account of China’s
commercial sector in 2016 and forecasts the
development trends of 2017
• Provides in-depth analyses of different industries
including e-commerce, retailing, logistics,
wholesale and distribution, and catering
• Popular topics such as online retailing, luxury
market, department store, and retail logistics in
China are included

Foreword. Acknowledgments. About the Organizations
Chapter 1: Development of China’s Distribution
Sector in the 13th Five-Year Plan Period
Chapter 2: China’s E-commerce Market
Chapter 3: China’s Retail Market
Chapter 4: China’s Retail Logistics Market
Chapter 5: China’s Distribution Market
Chapter 6: China’s Catering Market
Chapter 7: China’s Commercial and City
Development: Business Districts in Key Cities
Index
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Business
UNDERSTANDING AND
INTERPRETING CHINESE ECONOMIC
REFORM, 2ND EDITION
Jinglian Wu
Print ISBN 9789814624985 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814624992 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 528pp | Hardback | Gale

The Chinese economic reform that started in 1978 has met with enormous success. Understanding and
Interpreting Chinese Economic Reform, 2e attempts to provide a complete history of this reform and interpret
it from the perspective of modern economics in the wider context of social justice and political reform.
This book is divided into three major parts. Part I touches upon the background of the reform and the evolution
of its strategy—administrative decentralization during 1958–1978, incremental reform during 1979–993, and
overall advance from 1994 to the present. Part II discusses the reform strategies and their implementation in
major sectors of the economy: the agricultural sector, the state-owned industrial sector, the private sector,
the financial sector, government finance, and foreign trade and investment. Part III elaborates issues related
to reform at the macroeconomic and social levels, including the social security system, macroeconomic
policies, social relations, and government’s functions.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a complete history and in-depth
analysis of Chinese economic reform that
started in 1978
• Touches upon the background of the reform and
the evolution of its strategy during the different
periods
• Examines the reform strategies and their
implementation in major sectors of the economy
• Elaborates issues related to reform at the
macroeconomic and social levels

PART ONE: Introduction to Reform. Chapter 1: The
Planned Economy and the Issue of Reform. Chapter
2: The Evolution of China’s Reform Strategy.
PART TWO: Reform in Different Sectors. Chapter 3:
Rural Reform. Chapter 4: State-Owned Enterprise
Reform. Chapter 5: The Development of the Private
Sector. Chapter 6: Financial Reform. Chapter 7:
Fiscal and Tax Reforms. Chapter 8: Opening to the
Outside World.
PART THREE: Macroeconomic and Social Issues.
Chapter 9: The Establishment of a New Social
Security System. Chapter 10: Macroeconomic Issues
During the Transition. Chapter 11: Social Relations
and Political Reform During the Transition. Chapter
12: Conclusion.
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NEW TRENDS OF THE
CHINESE ECONOMY
Han Xiuyun, Tsinghua University
Print ISBN 9789814653329 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814653336 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 180pp | Hardback | Gale

New Trends of the Chinese Economy is a must-read for government officials, policymakers, business
professionals, and interested scholars or students who wish to get a clear idea and well-informed
understanding of the new development trends, challenges, and opportunities facing China’s society and
economy now and in the future.
Starting with the present significant historical moment when China is on its path toward wealth and power,
the author carries out a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the actual international and domestic
circumstances facing China. More importantly, she presents an incisive and trenchant interpretation of all
those major pressing and controversial issues about which China is most concerned in light of its unique social
and economic conditions and the monumental and breathtaking changes that are taking place in the country.
These issues cover both macro- and micro-economic aspects, ranging from GDP and national income to
fiscal and monetary policies, from controlling inflation to spurring consumption, from reforming government
and streamlining administration to creating a monopolyfree market, from improving the retirement and
social welfare system to providing health-care support, from ensuring food safety to promoting resource
conservation and environmental protection, and from pursuing industrial development and economic growth
to protecting people’s livelihood and well-being.
In the author’s own words, “the purpose of this book is to increase knowledge and to leave a footprint of
this generation’s thoughts and considerations at this particular point on the Chinese nation’s glorious road
to civilization.”

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a comprehensive account of China’s
commercial sector in 2016 and forecasts the
development trends of 2017
• Provides in-depth analyses of different
industries including e-commerce, retailing,
logistics, wholesale and distribution, and
catering
• Popular topics such as online retailing, luxury
market, department store, and retail logistics in
China are included

Foreword. Acknowledgments. About the Organizations
Chapter 1: Development of China’s Distribution
Sector in the 13th Five-Year Plan Period
Chapter 2: China’s E-commerce Market
Chapter 3: China’s Retail Market
Chapter 4: China’s Retail Logistics Market
Chapter 5: China’s Distribution Market
Chapter 6: China’s Catering Market
Chapter 7: China’s Commercial and City
Development: Business Districts in Key Cities
Index
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30 YEARS OF CHINA’S REFORM STUDIES
SERIES 1
8-vol set

Print ISBN 9789000011216 (8-vol set) | Print Price US$1200.00
eBook ISBN 9789000011223 (8-vol set) | eBook Price From US$1320.00
© 2010 | Hardback | Gale

The year 2008 marked the thirtieth anniversary of China’s reform and opening up. Over the past 30 years,
China has achieved unprecedented economic growth and social progress—the so-called China growth
miracle. This book series represents a concerted effort by a group of Chinese economists to review and
analyze the various aspects of China’s reform and opening up from 1978 through 2008. It addresses topics
such as rural reform, structural evolution, enterprise restructuring, local governance, specialized markets,
institutional innovation, and the micro-foundation of a market economy. The authors aim to decipher the
China growth miracle, tease out its inner logic, and extract some general patterns that may apply to other
developing countries.
FEATURES:
• Written by a group of prominent Chinese economists, the series represents a concerted effort to analyze
the China Miracle as well as predict the nation’s future development.
• Each book examines a different aspect of the reform such as agriculture, capital markets,
administrative system, fiscal system, and banking industry.
• Contains numerous graphs and tables.
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Business
30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

DEVELOPMENT OF CHINA IN THE
MODERN WORLD SYSTEM
Lu De-ming, Fudan University
Print ISBN 9789814272766 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281959 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 262pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s rapid economic development has been realized through its interactive endeavors with many other
countries. The China miracle is therefore not an isolated event limited to one country and should not
be examined and measured with a single theory such as conventional growth economics, development
economics, or institutional economics. Development of China in the Modern World System explores the
driving forces of the China miracle from the perspective of international development. It discusses how
China managed, over the past 30 years, to grasp the opportunities for development through opening itself
up and seeking cooperation and competition with other countries in terms of foreign trade, capital, human
capital, technology import, and management system. It also looks at the various issues confronted by China
in its long-term development.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. The Analysis of the Modern World System. Chapter 2. The Opening Strategy for the Development
of China. Chapter 3. Relative Development in International Trade. Chapter 4. Relative Development in
International Investment. Chapter 5. The International Flow of Human Capital. Chapter 6. The International
Transfer of Technical Advancement. Chapter 7. Management Learning and the Institutional Evolution. Chapter
8. Challenges Ahead. Chapter 9. Conclusion: The Theory of Development Relativity.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

CHINA’S SPECIALIZED MARKETS
Lu Li-Jun, Zhejiang Normal University;
Wang Zu-Qiang, Zhejiang Provincial Party School
Print ISBN 9789814272759 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281942 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 350pp | Hardback | Gale

As an induced institutional innovation with Chinese characteristics, specialized markets provide a shared
and low-cost transaction platform for rural as well as small- and medium-sized enterprises. China’s Specialized
Markets is the first comprehensive discussion on the titular subject. The authors use economies of scale,
division of labor, specialization economies, and new historical institutional analysis (HIA) to examine the
factors driving the rise of specialized markets in different areas of China and to reveal the internal mechanism
behind the expansion and evolution of these markets. By using theories of transaction cost, public choice,
and so on, they also explore the internal governance and operational mechanism of specialized markets as
well as their interactions with industrial clusters and local governments.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. Rural Industrialization, Marketization, and the Emergence of the Specialized Market.Chapter 2.
Growth Path and Basic Features of the Specialized Market. Chapter 3. Transaction Mechanism and Procedure
of the Specialized Market. Chapter 4. Division of Labor Network and Social Network in the Specialized Market.
Chapter 5. Expansion and Evolution of the Specialized Market. Chapter 6. Mechanism of the Specialized
Market’s Expansion: Endogenous Return Increasing. Chapter 7. Interactions Between Specialized Markets
and Local Industrial Clusters. Chapter 8. Governance of the Specialized Market: Cooperative Game between
Market and Government. Chapter 9. Expansion of the Specialized Market: Enlargement, Specialization,
and Internationalization. Chapter 10. Transformation and Upgrading of the Specialized Market: New
Businesses
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

ECONOMIC REFORM &
INSTITUTIONAL INNOVATION
Yao Yang, Peking University
Print ISBN 9789814272711 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281904 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 315pp | Hardback | Gale

In Economic Reform and Institutional Innovation, the author identifies three building blocks that have
contributed to China’s success: decentralization, an encompassing state, and volitional pragmatism.
Decentralization provides dynamism to institutional innovation. An encompassing state ensures the survival
and legalization of viable institutional innovations amidst the competition among different political groups.
Volitional pragmatism enables the political entrepreneurs to hold a realistic attitude toward institutions while
keeping an open mind to all future possibilities. The interplay between these three factors has shaped China’s
reform trajectory. Along the path though, there have been constant interactions between local experiments
and the central government’s ideological adjustments. This has created many mid-way institutions that do not
fit into any existing institutional framework. However, it is the accumulation of these mid-way institutions
that has stimulated China’s transition from a planned to a market economy.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. Introduction. Chapter 2. Decentralization. Chapter 3. The Encompassing State. Chapter 4.
Institutional Change as Ideological Discontinuity. Chapter 5. A Model of Reforms in China. Chapter 6.
Institutional Complementarities and Gradual Reform. Chapter 7. The Rural Reform: A Pareto-improving
Reform. Chapter 8. Enterprise Reform: Managing Ideology. Chapter 9. The Dual-track Price Reform. Chapter
10. Opening up and Its Consequences. Chapter 11. Financial Reform. Chapter 12. Epilogue.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION
Liu Xia-Hui, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences; Zhang Ping, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences; Zhang Xiao-Jing , Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences
Print ISBN 9789814272728 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281928 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 369pp | Hardback | Gale

In Economic Growth and Structural Evolution, the authors propose that China’s reform strategy is to promote
capital accumulation through a gradual adjustment of its relative price system, enabling the industrial capital
to obtain higher profits and thus unleashing the great potential of economic growth. Moreover, the Chinese
government prioritizes the growth of different industries at different times through measures such as the
dual-track price system leading to the rise of township and village enterprises and the opening up of eastern
coastal areas resulting in rapid urbanization and the boom of the real estate industry. This growth pattern
has effectively mobilized China’s huge labor resources and given full play to its comparative advantages.
However, the pattern is not sustainable as government intervention and distorted factor prices have caused
growth imbalance. Sustainable growth can only be achieved when the Chinese government shifts its focus
from GDP growth to welfare improvement.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1 . China’s Economic Growth: A Miracle. Chapter 2. Structural Transitions. Chapter 3. Welfare
Improvement and Social Progress. Chapter 4. Macro Stability. Chapter 5. Economic Restructuring. Chapter
6. Opening up. Chapter 7. Labor Resource Exploitation. Chapter 8. Technological Progress. Chapter 9. Capital
Formation. Chapter 10. Fiscal Support. Chapter 11. Financial Development. Chapter 12. Future Prospects of
China’s Economic Growth.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

THE MICRO-FOUNDATION OF
CHINA’S MARKET ECONOMY
Liu Xiao-Xuan, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Print ISBN 9789814272773 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281966 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 356pp | Hardback | Gale

The enterprise revolution is probably the most noteworthy chapter in China’s thirty years of economic reform
and opening up. In The Micro-foundation of China’s Market Economy, the author traces the interaction and
evolution of state-owned, privately-run, joint-stock, and foreign-invested enterprises against the backdrop
of reform and opening up. The author also examines the changing external environment in which these four
types of enterprises grew and explores the necessity and dynamics of institutional innovation. The book
focuses on the macro framework and the major events; equal importance is placed on empirical description
and theoretical interpretation.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. A Review of the Development of Chinese Enterprises: Progress of Market-oriented Reform and
Changes in Ownership Structure. Chapter 2. State-owned Enterprises. Chapter 3. Private Enterprises. Chapter
4. Joint Stock Companies. Chapter 5. Foreign-funded Enterprises and Enterprises with Funds from Hong Kong,
Macau, and Taiwan. Chapter 6. Main Conclusions and Policy Implications.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

INCENTIVES AND GOVERNANCE:
CHINA’S LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Zhou Li-An, Peking University
Print ISBN 9789814272742 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281935 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 318pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s economic miracle has seriously challenged conventional wisdom that highlights the critical role of
property rights protection, an independent legal system, and a democratic system of checks and balances in
sustaining long-term growth. By international standards, China ranks low in terms of all these institutional
fundamentals. Further, the sustainability of China’s rapid economic growth has been threatened by a host
of accompanying problems and challenges such as environmental pollution, alarming income inequality,
regional disparity, under-funded social security, and bureaucratic corruption. Incentives and Governance:
China’s Local Governments aims to unravel the institutional arrangements behind China’s rapid, sustained
economic growth and to examine the downsides of these arrangements. To this end, the author constructs
a unified conceptual framework focusing on the incentives of local officials and government governance.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. Background. Chapter 2. Hierarchical Administrative Subcontracting and Territory Management.
Chapter 3. Political Tournaments Model. Chapter 4. Regional Decentralization in Transition. Chapter 5. Fiscal
Sharing in Transition. Chapter 6. An Analytical Framework for Understanding China’s Inter-governmental
Relations. Chapter 7. Inter-regional Competition and Cooperation: The Impact of Local Officials’ Incentives.
Chapter 8. Local Government and Business. Chapter 9. Reforming China’s Local Government Governance.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

TRANSFORMATION OF
THE CHINESE ENTERPRISES
Zhang Jun, Fudan University
Print ISBN 9789814272735 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281911 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 324pp | Hardback | Gale

Today, China has a variety of enterprises. About 150 large enterprises are still owned by the governments, but
they are run as modern corporations. Millions of small enterprises are privately owned and are competitive
and dynamic, providing eighty percent of China’s exports to the outside world. Many of them evolved out
of township and village enterprises. Some are hi-tech companies founded and managed by Chinese scholars
educated overseas, but most have been established by local Chinese entrepreneurs. In addition, China is
home to over 500,000 foreign-invested companies. Based on detailed documents, Transformation of the
Chinese Enterprises vividly portrays the transformation and evolution of China’s state-owned and non-state
enterprises. It particularly highlights the entrepreneurial spirit of the Chinese populace in the face of the
drastic changes that have occurred in China’s economic system since the outset of economic reforms in
the late 1970s.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. Back to “Entrepreneur Enterprises”: Transition and Development of Chinese Enterprises. Chapter
2. Policies, Theories, and Practices of China’s Enterprise Reform: An Overview. Chapter 3. The Emergence and
Evolution of Township and Village Enterprises. Chapter 4. Reform of Small and Medium-sized State-owned
Enterprises: Processes and Models. Chapter 5. Modernization of Large State-owned Enterprises. Chapter 6.
The Development of Private Enterprises: Policies, Current Situation, and the Clustering Models. Chapter 7.
Foreign Companies in China: Entry, Expansion, and Transition. Chapter 8. New-type Enterprises and Newgeneration Enterpreneurs in China: Review and Analysis.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 1

TOWARD AN INNOVATIVE NATION
Kou Zong-Lai, Fudan University
Print ISBN 9789814272780 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281973 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 262pp | Hardback | Gale

Prior to the 1980s, China had a highly concentrated, inefficient science and technology management system
which deprived the fundamental agents of decision-making autonomy, impeded entrepreneurship, and
separated technological innovation from industrial application. The “Decision on the Reform of the Science
and Technology Management System” adopted by the central government in 1985 ushered in a new era,
laying the foundation for all the subsequent reform policies. Toward an Innovative Nation documents the
major reform initiatives since then, attempts to provide an economic interpretation of their evolutions, and
argues that “China’s miracle” is propped up by a solid innovation system. It also discusses the challenges
facing China on its way toward an innovative nation in areas such as the role of governments at different
levels in allocating R&D resources, the IPR policies, and labor market control.

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1. The Legacy of the Planning System. Chapter 2. A New Dawn for Science in China.
Chapter 3. Facing the Main Battlefield on Economic Construction. Chapter 4. The Rationale
behind the Reforms to the Science and Technology Management System. Chapter 5. The
Development of the Hi-tech Industry in China. Chapter 6. The Development of the Automotive
Industry in China. Chapter 7. Intellectual Property Rights: Barriers Facing Chinese Enterprises
Seeking an Entry into the Global Marketplace. Chapter 8. Analysis of the Performance of China’s National
Innovation System (NIS). Chapter 9. Epilogue. Bibliography.
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30 YEARS OF CHINA’S REFORM STUDIES
SERIES 2
6-vol set

Print ISBN 9789000013340 (6-vol set) | Print Price US$900.00
eBook ISBN 9789000013333 (6-vol set) | eBook Price From US$990.00
© 2012 | Hardback | Gale

The year 2008 marked the thirtieth anniversary of China’s reform and opening up. Over the past thirty
years, China has achieved unprecedented economic growth and social progress—the so-called China growth
miracle. This book series represents a concerted effort by a group of Chinese economists to review and
analyze the various aspects of China’s reform and opening up from 1978 through 2008. It addresses topics
such as rural reform, structural evolution, enterprise restructuring, local governance, specialized markets,
institutional innovation, and the micro-foundation of a market economy. The authors aim to decipher the
China growth miracle, tease out its inner logic, and extract some general patterns that may apply to other
developing countries.

FEATURES:
• Written by a group of prominent Chinese economists, the series represents a concerted effort to analyze
the China Miracle as well as predict the nation’s future development.
• Each book examines a different aspect of the reform such as agriculture, capital markets, administrative
system, fiscal system, and banking industry
• Contains numerous graphs and tables.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

CHINA’S AGRICULTURAL AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (1978–2008)
Huang et al.
Print ISBN 9789814319539 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352055 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 392pp | Hardback | Gale

The role of agriculture and rural development has been pivotal in facilitating the growth of China’s economy.
In China’s Agricultural and Rural Development (1978–2008), the author identifies the determinants of success
in China’s agricultural and rural economy and describes future challenges in its modernization. The book
discusses topics such as China’s agricultural and rural development, farmers’ income growth, institutional
changes, and the progress of agricultural science and technology. Changes in China’s rural governance system
and grassroots governance structure during the 30 years of reform and opening up are also highlighted.
The author constructs an optimistic view, acknowledging however the tremendous challenges that China
would face in the coming decades in its attempts to further improve the agricultural productivity, promote
integrated rural and urban development, and lower income inequity.

CONTENTS:
Preface. Chapter 1: Introduction. Chapter 2: Thirty Years of Rural Reform and Policy Evolution. Chapter 3:
The Household Responsibility System and the Rapid Growth of Agriculture. Chapter 4: Development and
Reform of Agricultural Science and Technology. Chapter 5: Agricultural Market-Oriented Reform and Trade
Liberalization. Chapter 6: Market-Oriented Reform of Agricultural Inputs and the Investment in Agriculture.
Chapter 7: Industrialization of Rural Areas and Farmers’ Involvement in Non-agricultural Employment. Chapter
8: China’s Urbanization: Reform, Experience, and Challenges. Chapter 9: Farmers’ Tax Burden: Evolution
History, Institutional Basis, and the Effect of Rural Tax Reform. Chapter 10: Democratic Development at
the Grassroots Level: Electoral Quality Participation and Villagers’ Self-Governance. Chapter 11: Farmers’
Organizations in China: Development and Status Quo. References. Index.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

EVOLUTION OF CHINA’S
CAPITAL MARKETS
Hu Ru-yin
Print ISBN 9789814319546 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352024 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale

Since the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges were launched in the late 1990s, China’s capital markets
have made considerable progress over the past twenty years, transforming the country into a major capital
market in the Asia-Pacific region and the largest emerging capital market in the world. Based on the
methodologies of modern economics and finance as well as the Chinese experience, Evolution of China’s
Capital Markets aims to conduct an in-depth and systematic investigation of the history and development of
China’s capital markets. Factors affecting the development of China’s capital markets such as institutional
arrangement, game rules, modes of conduct, and capacity structure are examined. The book also forecasts
the future orientation of China’s capital markets.

CONTENTS:
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. The Prelude of Development. 3. Exploration and Emergence. 4. Unified Supervision
and Centralized Control. 5. The Evolution of Issuance System. 6. The System of Information Disclosure. 7. Equity
Division Reform. 8. Progress and Achievement. 9. Challenges and Prospects. References. Appendixes. Index.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

DEVELOPMENT AND REFORM
OF CHINA’S BANKING SYSTEM
Li Zhi-hui
Print ISBN 9789814319515 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352031 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale

Development and Reform of China’s Banking System aims to present the trajectory of the reform and
development of China’s banking industry from 1978 to 2008 and summarize the “Chinese wisdom” in the
transformation of China’s banking industry from “treasurer” to “political banker” and eventually, “banker.”
It starts with a review of the paths of the banking reform in China at different stages and explores how the
reform and growth of China’s banking industry has contributed to China’s economy and finance. In addition,
it sums up the experience and lessons of China’s banking industry reform, highlighting the path of adaptive
evolution and the various economic theories adopted in the process. Drawing on the achievements of
international banking and based on the Chinese context, the book also envisages the future direction of
China’s banking industry.

CONTENTS:
Preface. 1. History of China’s Banking Industry and Its Development and Reform. 2. Initial Establishment of
the Dual Banking System in China. 3. Design and Implementation of a Multi-level Banking System in China.
4. Comprehensive Commercialization of China’s Banking Sector. 5. Critical Battles in Modernizing China’s
Banking Sector. 6. Contribution to China’s Economy from the Reform and Development of Its Banking Industry.
7. Banking Reform in China: Problems and Opportunities. 8. Reform Experience and the Prospects of China’s
Banking Industry. Bibliography. IIndex.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

FISCAL REFORM IN CHINA
Yang Zhi-yong; Yang Zhi-gang
Print ISBN 9789814319560 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352079 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale

Fiscal Reform in China is a focused study of China’s fiscal system reform from 1978 to 2008. China’s fiscal
system has played a considerable role in supporting all kinds of reforms, such as rural reform, state-owned
enterprise reform, and price reform. At the same time, China’s fiscal system has also witnessed dramatic
restructuring in terms of the scope and structure of fiscal revenue and expenditures, the fiscal relation
between the central and local governments, the fiscal policy, the fiscal management system, and the fiscal
decision-making mechanism. The reform helped unleash the dynamics of the enterprises and contributed to
the formation of the market economic system. Specific reform measures introduced cover the tax system,
revenue sharing, departmental budget, management of government revenue, and expenditures.

CONTENTS:
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Formation of the Traditional Fiscal System. 3. Logic behind the Reform of the Fiscal
System. 4. Progress of Fiscal Reform. 5. Achievements of the Fiscal Reform. 6. Issues and Difficulties in the
Reform of the Fiscal System. 7. Fiscal Reform and Its Internal and External Environment. 8. Experience Gained
from China’s Fiscal System Reform. 9. Conclusion. Bibliography. Index.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

REFORM OF CHINA’S
ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM
Zhou Tianyong et al.
Print ISBN 9789814319522 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352048 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 380pp | Hardback | Gale

The reform of the administrative system is a crucial component of China’s overall reform endeavor. In Reform
of China’s Administrative System, Zhou Tianyong, Huang Xianghuai, Wu Hui, Niu Jingnan, Wang Yuandi, and Hu
Feng aim to present a comprehensive and systematic review of China’s reform of its administrative system
that took place between 1978 and 2008 from the perspective of political and administrative science. It
recaptures all the major landmarks in the process of China’s administrative system reform and explores the
role of the Chinese-style administrative system in bringing about China’s economic growth miracle. The book
also elaborates on major issues such as the separation of government functions from those of enterprises,
social organizations, and nonprofit institutions. The authors then sum up the issues that have accumulated
as a result of the progressive nature of China’s reform programs and advance their policy recommendations
with respect to the future direction of China’s administrative system reform.

CONTENTS:
Preface. Chapter 1: Overview of China’s Administrative Reform. Chapter 2: The Chinese-style Administrative
System and China’s Miracle. Chapter 3: Major Aspects of Administrative Reform. Chapter 4: The Causes and
Consequences of the Accumulated Problems in Administrative Reform. Chapter 5: The Division of the Rights
and Responsibilities Between the Central and Local Governments. Chapter 6: Reform of Government Levels
and Institutions. Chapter 7: Toward a Modern Government: China’s Development Prospects. Bibliography. Index.
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30 Years of China’s Reform Studies Series 2

RURAL REFORM IN CHINA
Cai Fang; Wang De-wen; Du Yang
Print ISBN 9789814319553 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352062 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale

As with most developing countries, agriculture and rural economy play an important role in China’s national
economy as farmers comprise a substantial portion of the labor force. In Rural Reform in China, Cai Fang,
Wang De-wen, and Du Yang present the methods that China has employed to tackle the three rural problems,
thereby giving valuable insights into the theory and practice of development economics and development
policies. It gives a step-by-step analysis of the swift yet thorough abolishment of the People’s Communes
that represented socialism and the process of implementing the household responsibility system, lending
support to the theory that China advanced in the way of incremental reform. The book also elaborates
on major issues such as the reform of the land system, the industrialization in rural areas, the migration
of surplus rural labor, and the effort to build the new socialist countryside. The authors then discuss the
challenges that have emerged due to the rural reform such as the formulation of a redistribution policy to
narrow the income gap, bringing about the transition from the first to the second Lewisian turning point,
and the clearance of institutional obstacles that hinder urban–rural labor migration.

CONTENTS:
Introduction. Chapter 1: Reform of the Agricultural Operation System. Chapter 2: Reform of the Agricultural
Produce Market. Chapter 3: Deployment of the Rural Labor Force. Chapter 4: Reform of the Land System.
Chapter 5: Industrialization in Rural Areas. Chapter 6: Development of Agricultural Products. Chapter 7:
Migration of Surplus Rural Labor. Chapter 8: Capital Flow between Urban and Rural Regions. Chapter 9:
Change in Income Sources of Farmers. Chapter 10: Regional Development and Poverty Alleviation. Chapter 11:
Income Gap between Rural and Urban Areas. Chapter 12: Rural Social Development. Chapter 13: Agricultural
Development in the Era of the WTO. Chapter 14: Prerequisite of Back-feeding Agriculture. Chapter 15:
Integration of the Labor Market. Chapter 16: Building of the New Socialist Countryside. Bibliography. Index.
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CHINA IN THE NEXT THIRTY YEARS
Wu Jing-lian et al.
Print ISBN 9789814384186 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814384483 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 200pp | Hardback | Gale

By 2009, the People’s Republic of China had undergone an extraordinary history of 60 years since its
founding in 1949 and the whole world is curious about what direction China will take in the next 30
years by 2049. In China in the Next Thirty Years, eight distinguished foreign scholars (Michael Hudson,
Robert W. Fogel, Hans Herren, Bjørn Lomborg, Christopher Flavin, Tommy Koh, Gustaaf Geeraerts, and
Tan Chung) and 11 renowned Chinese academics (Li Dao-kui, Pan Wei, Wang Hui-yao, Wu Jing-lian, Yu
Ke-ping, Cheng En-fu, Chen Wen-ling, Yan Shao-jun, Ma Hai-bing, Hu An-gang, and Li Wu-wei) forecast
China’s future and the world order from the political, economic, civilization, and environmental point
of view; analyze historical facts that have implications to China’s development; and compare them with
the paths of developed countries and other developing countries. In addition, they also offer some
constructive suggestions for China in terms of politics, economy, society, and culture.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Insights provided by eight famous foreign
experts and 11 renowned Chinese experts such
as Wu Jing-lian, Michael Hudson (the president
of the Institute for the Study of Long-Term
Economic Trends), and Robert Fogel (a Nobel
laureate in Economics)
• Covers a wide range of topics and discusses
China’s future development and the world order
from the political, economic, civilization, and
environmental point of view
• Grasps historical facts related to China’s
development and compares them with the
development paths of developed countries and
other developing countries
• Explores the relevancy between the specific
realms discussed and the abstract China
development mode and provides both analyses
and predication for China’s development as well
addresses the concerns for China’s future

Preface. About the Authors. Chapter 1. China in Thirty Years.
Chapter . Prospects for the Next Thirty Years. Chapter 3.
China in the Next Thirty Years: A Prospective Future and
a Possible Pitfall. Chapter 4. Characteristics, Challenges,
and Expectations of the Chinese Model. Chapter 5. China’s
Reform Stepping into Deep Water: A Challenge to Crony
Capitalism. Chapter 6. Democracy in China: Challenge or
Opportunity? Chapter 7. Transcend Hegemony to Build
a New Global Economic, Political, and Cultural Order.
Chapter 8. China’s Estimated Economy by the Year
2040: Be Warned. Chapter 9. Development Trends and
Characteristics of China’s International Trade Over the
Next Thirty Years. Chapter 10. Chinese Agriculture for the
21st Century and Beyond. Chapter 11. Confronting Climate
Change: Beyond Cutting Carbon Emissions. Chapter
12. Clean Energy: A Greener and Stronger Economic
Engine for China. Chapter 13. Green Vision: China’s Third
Generation of Modernization. Chapter 14. The Green
Economy Calls for Major Technological Breakthroughs.
Chapter 15. The 21st Century: China and the World. Chapter
16. China’s Budding.
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THIRTY YEARS OF OPENING UP
IN CHINA
Jiang Xiao-juan
Print ISBN 9789814384131 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814384148 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 320pp | Hardback | Gale

The Reform and Opening Up initiated in the late 1970s enabled China to free herself from the chaos caused
by the decade-long Cultural Revolution and enter a period of sustained and rapid economic development,
resulting in the remarkable improvement in the people’s standards of living, the significant enhancement
of the country’s overall national strength, and the achievement of an increasingly important position in the
international community.
Thirty Years of Opening Up in China aims to sum up the experience of the reform and opening up from
1978 to 2008 and probe into the way whereby social development, socialist building, and governance are
carried out in the country. This will help readers gain an insight into the concept of “building socialism with
Chinese characteristics” in connection with the Communist Party of China’s basic theories, line, program,
and experience.

FEATURES:
• Written by a group of prominent Chinese
economists
• Contains numerous tables and graphs that
comprehensively illustrate China’s economic
progress over the past 30 years
• Provides in-depth discussions of the various
sectors of the Chinese economy

CONTENTS:
Preface. Chapter 1: An Outline of the Thirty Years of
Opening Up. Chapter 2: Development of Foreign Trade
and Economic Growth. Chapter 3: China’s Foreign
Direct Investment and Overseas Direct Investment:
The Key Traits of Globalization. Chapter 4: Increasing
the Competitiveness of Local Industries. Chapter 5:
Opening Up Promotes Structural Transformation.
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Chapter 6: The Opening Up of China’s Agriculture
and International Labor Redistribution: A Case Study
of the Soybean Industry. Chapter 7: Competition
and Progress since the Opening Up of China’s
Manufacturing Industry: A Case Study of China’s
Automobile Industry. Chapter 8: The Opening Up of
the Service Industry and Globalization: A Case Study
of the Financial Industry. Chapter 9: The Latest Trend
in Economic Globalization: The Expansion of China’s
Opening Up against an International Backdrop.
Chapter 10: New Goal for the Opening Up: Increasing
Total Factor Productivity and Perfecting the Opening
Up System. Appendix: Major Events in the Thirty
Years of China’s Opening Up. Epilogue.

Business
DEVELOPMENT AND REFORM OF
CHINA’S EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM
Zhang Xiaojian
Print ISBN 9789814510103 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814510110 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 278pp | Hardback | Gale

Development and Reform of China’s Employment System reviews the evolution, reform, and achievements of
China’s employment system over a period of 30-plus years since 1978, predicts future trends, and puts forward
feasible ways and suggestions for further development. Comprising seven parts, the book covers a wide
range of meaningful topics such as the market-oriented reform of state-owned enterprises, reemployment
of layoffs, transfer of surplus rural labor, the formation and development of China’s public service system,
the proactive government policy for job creation, and the laws and rules promulgated by the government
in terms of employment and social security. For each major employment policy, the book presents the
historical background against which it was proposed and then provides detailed description and analysis of
this policy, its implementation, its achievements, and lessons learned.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Written by a group of prominent Chinese scholars
and experts, the book represents a concerted
effort to analyze China’s employment policies.
• Elaborates in a historical manner the evolution
and reform of China’s labor and employment
system since 1978.
• Covers a wide range of topics and presents a
detailed analysis for each major employment
policy, its achievements, and lessons learned.

Preface. Part One: Implementation of the “Three
Employments” Policy and Establishment of Labor
Ser vice Companies. Part Two: Reform of the
Employment System in State-owned Enterprises
(SOEs) and Transition Toward a Labor Market.
Part Three: Implementation of the Reemployment
Project and Establishment of the Market-oriented
Employment Mechanism. Part Four: Integration
between Urban and Rural Areas and Promotion of
the Transfer Employment of Rural Labor. Part Five:
Nurturing the Labor Market and Improving the Public
Employment Service System. Part Six: Formulation
and Implementation of the Proactive Employment
Policy. Part Seven: Achievements, Experience, and
Future Prospects. Index.
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PUBLISHING IN CHINA:
An Essential Guide, 2ND EDITION
Xin Guangwei
Print ISBN 9789814253918 | Print Price US$79.95
eBook ISBN 9789814253574 (1st Edition) | eBook Price From US$87.95
1st Edition is part of China Collection
eBook ISBN 9789000010400 (8-vol.set)
© 2010 | 350pp | Hardback | Gale

This is the first book ever written in English for the western audience about the publishing industry in
China. The second edition incorporates the industry’s most recent developments over the past five years
(2005-2009).
The book systematically presents the current conditions as well as the future trends of the publishing
industry in China, covering three major Chinese language markets: the Chinese mainland, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong. It discusses the cooperation between Chinese publishers and their overseas counterparts,
Chinese-foreign copyright trade, and foreign investments in the Chinese publishing industry. Further, it
analyzes the operations of different types of foreign publishing companies in China. Since its first edition,
this book has won great accolades from the international publishing community, being recognized as the
most authoritative account of the Chinese publishing industry.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Sixty percent of the data in the first edition has
been updated
• The second edition incorporates the most recent
developments in the industry over the past five
years (2005–2009)
• First book of its kind written for an international
audience
• Comprehensive and authoritative information
about the publishing industry in China
• Coverage of all media publishing in China: books,
periodicals, audio/visual, electronic, online with
case studies
• Highlights the integration of the Chinese
publishing market with those of Hong Kong and
Taiwan

1. Overview.
2. Book Publishing Industry in the Chinese Mainland.
3. Magazine Publishing in the Chinese Mainland.
4. Audio-Video and Digital Publishing, Industry
Media, and Publishing Research in the Chinese
Mainland.
5. Publication Distribution in the Chinese Mainland.
6. The Publishing Industry of Taiwan.
7. The Publishing Industries of Hong Kong and
Macau.
8. Copyright Trade after China Joined the Berne
Convention.
9. Sino-Foreign Publication and Copyright Trade I.
10. Sino-Foreign Publication and Copyright Trade II.
11. Foreign Investment in China’s Publishing Market.
12. Market Entry and Survival Strategies.
Appendices.
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CHINA BOOK PUBLISHING:
The Official Industry Report, 3E
The Book Department, General Administration of Press and Publication
Print ISBN 9789814392907 | Print Price US$69.95
eBook ISBN 9789814392914 | eBook Price From US$76.95
© 2012 | 230pp | Hardback | Gale

China Book Publishing: The Official Industry Report (Third Edition) is a revised and expanded edition of China
Book Publishing: The Official Industry Report (Second Edition) published in 2009. With a new chapter dedicated
to the analysis of China’s publishing groups, the book aims to paint a general picture of the nation’s book
publishing industry from 2008 to 2009, covering external environment, overall industry analysis, pressbased performance, book classification and categorization, import and export, copyright trade, institutional
reform, mergers and acquisitions, and corporatization-oriented restructuring.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Written by GAPP officials and experts and
professors in Chinese publishing
• Paints a general picture of the nation’s book
publishing industry from 2008 to 2009
• Provides accurate, comparable data as well as
objective, insightful investigations using proven
methods of industrial economics
• Has a new chapter dedicated to the analysis of
China’s publishing groups

Preface. Chapter 1. External Environment of China’s
Book Publishing Industry. Chapter 2. Overall
Analysis of China’s Book Publishing Industry.
Chapter 3. Market Players in China’s Book Publishing
Industry: Publishers. Chapter 4. Market Players
in China’s Book Publishing Industry: Publishing
Groups. Chapter 5. Book Classification and Publication
in China. Chapter 6. Foreign Trade of China’s Book
Publishing Industry. Chapter 7. Human Resources
of China’s Book Publishing Industry Conclusion.
Development Trends of China’s Book Publishing
Industry.
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Li & Fung Management Series

CREATING VALUE THROUGH
ADVANCED LOGISTICS
Luo Wenping, Shanghai Maritime University
Print ISBN 9789814410946 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416153 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2012 | 146pp | Hardback | Gale

The global logistics industry has undergone tremendous transformation over the past decades. An increasing
number of logistics service providers, namely “advanced logistics” service providers, have fostered deeper
partnerships with their clients. Unlike their traditional counterparts, their focus has shifted from cost
reduction to value creation, from transaction-driven relationships to long-term collaboration, and from asset
ownership to resources orchestration and integration. In Creating Value Through Advanced Logistics, the author
illustrates how advanced logistics service providers in China create value for their clients by examining case
studies related to the experiences of Li & Fung and other leading advanced logistics companies in the country.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Examines the real-life application of high-end
logistics and how it can bring value added to
enterprises and sharpen their competitive edge
• Good high-end logistics practices are illustrated
with substantial corporate case studies and
illustrations related to the experiences of Li
& Fung and other leading advanced logistics
companies in the country
• Covers topics such as developments in
logistics outsourcing in China, building a
core competence strategy, and performance
monitoring and evaluation of advanced logistics
services

1. The Evolution of Logistics and Advanced Logistics.
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2. The Rise of Logistics Outsourcing.
3. Developments in Logistics Outsourcing in China.
4. Strategic Alliances between Advanced Logistics
Companies and Their Clients.
5. Building a Core Competence Strategy.
6. Performance Monitoring and Evaluation of
Advanced Logistics.

Business
Li & Fung Management Series

GLOBAL VALUE CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Lei Hao, Wuhan University; Liu Linqing, Wuhan University;
Tan Liwen, Wuhan University
Print ISBN 9789814410939 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416146 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2013 | 172pp | Hardback | Gale

In the past couple of decades, increasing economic globalization and trade liberalization have removed many
trade barriers between countries. Today, more and more firms have reconfigured their value chain activities
across the globe to leverage on the comparative advantages of different countries. In this regard, many
Chinese firms that are keen to move up the value ladder and become modern value chain orchestrators are
positioning themselves as integrators of the industry chain that consolidate external resources. In Global
Value Chain Management, apart from introducing the concepts of global value chains, their disintegration
and integration, the reasons behind outsourcing, and the different value chain governance mechanisms,
the authors also lead us in examining how Li & Fung, one of the world’s most outstanding firms in this area,
transformed itself and rose to become a global value chain orchestrator.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Analyzes the disintegration of the global value
chain, that is, the offering of services in a few
specialized areas and the outsourcing of noncore
operations by companies
• Discusses the concept of “co-opetition,” that
is, firms cooperating at times and competing at
other times
• Reviews Li & Fung’s transition from the goodsdominant logic to the service-dominant logic
through substantive exhibits
• Illustrates industry best practices via case
studies of Apple Inc and online business-tobusiness trading portals

Foreword. 1. Global Value Chain and Its Governance.
2. The Global Apparel Value Chain. 3. Li & Fung’s
Business Model Transformations. 4. From Trade
Intermediar y to Value Chain Orchestrator—
Understanding the Transformation of Li & Fung
Using the Service-dominant Logic. 5. Li & Fung’s
Network Governance. 6. Knowledge Management
and Network Governance—Becoming a Global Value
Chain Knowledge Center. 7. Will Online Business-toBusiness Trading Portals Rival Li & Fung? Bibliography.
Index.
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Li & Fung Management Series

DRIVING VALUE WITH SUPPLY
CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Zheng Yanling, Shenzhen Modern Supply Chain Management Research
Institute
Print ISBN 9789814605410 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814605427 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 146pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

The global manufacturing shift to low-cost countries has changed the traditional configurations of supply
chains and stimulated demand of associated services. Accompanying this change is the rise of the service
economy. Goods trade and services trade are increasingly intertwined. The service revolution has brought
fundamental changes to the development of countries and industries—market systems and businesses
are more open than ever; and the exponential growth in international trade and investment has blurred
the traditional boundaries between markets. The increasingly complex landscape of global logistics and
distribution heightens the needs of strategic collaborations and information sharing between supply chain
partners. Today, multinational companies are paying significant attention to supply chain management.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a new perspective for the
understanding of supply chain management by
highlighting the crucial role third-party supply
chain service providers play in the restructuring
of the manufacturing industry
• Best practices are illustrated with substantial
corporate case studies and illustrations related
to the experiences of The Fung Group and other
leading supply chain management companies
• Topics such as business flow management,
information flow management, and logistics
management are covered

Foreword. Acknowledgments. 1. The Value of Supply
Chain Management in Global Industry Revolution.
2. Strategies for Driving Supply Chain Value. 3.
Strategies for Driving Supply Chain Value. 4.
Driving Value to Supply Chains with Business Flow
Management. 5. Driving Value to Supply Chains
with Funds Flow Management. 6. Driving Value to
Supply Chains with Information Flow Management.
7. Supply Chain Management Experience of the Fung
Group. Index.
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Li & Fung Management Series

SERVICE-ORIENTED SUPPLY CHAIN
OPERATIONS
Song Hua, Renmin University of China
Print ISBN 9789814410977 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416184 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2013 | 135pp | Paperback | Gale

In recent years, service-oriented supply chain operations have been thriving globally. An increasing number
of enterprises in China have recognized the importance of servitization to stay competitive. Developments
in producer services and service supply chains are drawing utmost attention in China and abroad. In ServiceOriented Supply Chain Operations, the author highlights the importance and implications of service-oriented
supply chains for businesses today. With the help of various case studies, including the experiences of Li &
Fung and some leading integrated service providers in China, the book illustrates how integrated service
providers create value for their customers.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a new perspective in the understanding
of supply chain management by highlighting
the paradigm shift of supply chain management
from product to services

Foreword. 1. From Goods-Oriented Supply Chains to
Service-Oriented Supply Chains. 2. The Topological
Structures of Service Supply Chains. 3. Interactions
in Service Supply Chain Operations. 4. Different
Types of Service Supply Chain Strategies: Perspective
of Service Providers. 5. Service Outsourcing and
Procurement in Service Supply Chains: Perspective
of Service Buyers. 6. Business Model Innovation—
The Service Supply Chain Strategy of Li & Fung.
Bibliography. Index.

• Best practices are illustrated with substantial
corporate case studies and illustrations related
to the experiences of Li & Fung and other
leading supply chain management companies in
the country
• Covers topics such as the evolution of serviceoriented supply chain management models,
different types of service strategies, and service
procurement and outsourcing
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Li & Fung Management Series

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL CONTROL
Wang Xianqing, Guangdong University of Finance and Economics
Print ISBN 9789814410960 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814416177 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 128pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

China’s distribution landscape has undergone tremendous transformations over the past decades with
retailers and e-commerce players emerging as dominant forces in the wholesale segment. The traditional
supply-driven “three-tier” wholesaling system from the era of planned economy is being increasingly
replaced with demand-driven models. The major channel members under the liberalized market economy
include manufacturers, professional distribution players, auxiliary service providers, and the end users.
Serving different specialized functions in the distribution process, these channel players come together to
form an intricate and close-knit network. In Distribution Channel Control, the author highlights the latest
developments in China’s distribution system and discusses how the abovementioned players establish their
respective distribution channels on a macro-, meso-, and micro-level by examining case studies pertaining
to experiences of The Fung Group and other leading distributors.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a new perspective in the understanding
of channel power and control by highlighting
the indispensable role manufacturers,
intermediaries, and retailers play in the overall
distribution network
• Best practices are illustrated with substantial
corporate case studies and illustrations related
to the experiences of The Fung Group and other
leading multinational companies
• Topics such as the evolution of distribution
landscape in China, channel competition and
development, supply chain management, and
product pricing power are covered

Foreword
Acknowledgments
Chapter 1: Introduction
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Chapter 2: Channel Power of Manufacturers
Chapter 3: Channel Power of Intermediaries
Chapter 4: Channel Power of Retailers
Chapter 5: Channel Development of the Fung Group
Chapter 6: Supply Chain Management and Li &
Fung Limited’s Channel Power
Chapter 7: Latest Channel Developments in China

Business
Li & Fung Management Series

SUPPLY CHAIN FINANCE
Song Hua, Renmin University of China
Print ISBN 9789814698993 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814716000 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2016 | 190pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

Addressing the financial difficulties of micro, small- and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs), supply
chain finance plays a crucial role in fostering a better industrial environment. This book aims to provide a
comprehensive analysis of the latest developments in supply chain finance and help readers to understand
the subject from new perspectives by exploring the following four questions:
• How to solve MSMEs’ financing difficulties with supply chain finance innovations?
• How to prevent systemic risks during the course of development of supply chain finance?
• How to develop a healthy supply chain ecosystem to support the development of supply chain finance?
• What is the role that Internet technology and big data play in supply chain finance risk management?
The discussions are richly illustrated and substantiated with concrete and detailed case studies of companies
in China and Hong Kong, especially the Fung Group, and numerous examples that are related to the
manufacturing, trade and distribution, and logistics industries, as well as the commercial sector.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides a comprehensive analysis of the latest
developments in supply chain finance and helps
readers to understand the subject from new
perspectives
• Discussions are richly illustrated and
substantiated with many concrete and detailed
case studies of companies in China and Hong
Kong that are related to the manufacturing,
trade and distribution, and logistics industries,
as well as the commercial sector
• Consists of eight chapters that cover supply
chain finance innovations in various industries
and risk management

Foreword.
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Supply Chain Finance Solutions
Chapter 3: Supply Chain Finance Innovations in the
Manufacturing Industry
Chapter 4: Supply Chain Finance Innovations in the
Trade and Distribution Industry
Chapter 5: Supply Chain Finance Innovations in
the Logistics Industry
Chapter 6: Supply Chain Finance Management of
Commercial Banks
Chapter 7: Supply Chain Finance Innovations in
E-Business
Chapter 8: Supply Chain Finance Risk Management
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Career & Education
Top Chinese Universities Series

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY
Tsinghua University
Print ISBN 9789814352314 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814352819 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2011 | 192pp | Hardback | Gale

The year 2011 marks the centenary of Tsinghua University. The origin of the university can be traced back to
Tsing Hua Imperial College, a school founded in 1911 by the Qing Dynasty government to prepare students for
higher education in the United States. Over the past 100 years, it has evolved into a world-class comprehensive
and research-oriented university. At present, it houses 16 schools and 57 departments, covering disciplines
such as science, engineering, arts, economics, and management. All these are located on one of the “World’s
Most Beautiful Campuses” as published in the March 2010 issue of Forbes. In addition, Tsinghua has set
up over 300 student exchange programs with other top universities of the world. Joint degree and master
programs have also been set up in collaboration with French, German, and Japanese universities.

CONTENTS:
Preface by the President of Tsinghua University.
Introduction.
1. Campus and Architecture.
2. History.
3. Traditions and Culture.
4. The Faculty.
5. Education.
6. Distinguished Alumni.
7. Research.
8. Social Services.
9. International Exchange and Cooperation.
10. Acknowledgements and Community Support.
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Top Chinese Universities Series

SHANGHAI JIAO TONG
UNIVERSITY
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Print ISBN 9789814510080 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814510431 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 250pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

Established in 1896 as Nan Yang College, Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) is one of the first modern
universities in China. Despite its long history and traditions, the university embraces an open and progressive
environment that cultivates innovative talent and industries. Since its inception, SJTU has been committed
to upholding its spirit and ideal—“self-reliance depends upon accumulation of talent, and accumulation of
talent must count upon educational advancements”—with up-todate educational programs and leading-edge
academic research. Today, the university’s tradition of distinctive scholarship and service has attracted youth
and scholars from both China and abroad, making it a global powerhouse of talent.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• An informative reference book detailing the
history of Shanghai Jiao Tong University and its
achievements
• Historical photos of the university and its
prominent alumni are featured to provide
readers with a sense of time and place
• An essential addition to the Top Chinese
University Series that ties in with Project 985,
a Chinese government initiative to promote
the country’s higher education system to
international readers

President’s Foreword.
Publishing Committee.
1. Facts at a Glance.
2. History.
3. Campus.
4. Faculty.
5. Education and Student Life.
6. Research and Innovation.
7. Alumni.
8. Community Services.
9. Global Engagement.
10. Vision for the Future.
Index.
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION IN
CHINA TRADITION AND
REALITY
Wang Jianpan, East China Normal University
Print ISBN 9789814384155 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814392662 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2013 | 192pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

Mathematics education in China has attracted worldwide attention due to the outstanding performance of
Chinese students and scholars, especially their brilliant achievements in international competitions such as
the International Mathematical Olympiad. International mathematics educators have been pondering over
the reason behind this amazing success story. Mathematics Education in China : Tradition and Reality aims to
provide an adequate answer. The book grows out of the “National Presentation” that the Chinese delegation
delivered during the 11th International Congress on Mathematical Education in Monterrey, Mexico, in 2008.
The first two chapters review mathematics education in China from a traditional perspective. Chapters 3 to
8 cover the six aspects of mathematics education with Chinese characteristics: classroom teaching, problem
solving, curriculum reform, teacher training and professional development, information and communications
technology (ICT) in school mathematics education, and the mathematics education for ethnic minorities.
Chapter 9 discusses the trends of mathematics education in modern China, summarizing the characteristics
of Chinese mathematics education and analyzing the issues related to examination-oriented education.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Comprehensive description and analysis of the
topics presented at the “National Presentation”
• Detailed historical overview of the
modernization of mathematics education in
China and the establishment of a Chinese
mathematics education system that features a
combination of typical Chinese traditions and
educational ideas for global communication
• Full coverage of the core issues of mathematics
education in China
• Discussion of issues with the current
mathematics education

Preface to the Chinese Version. Preliminary Remarks
to the English Version. List of Contributors. Chapter
1 Traditional Chinese Culture and Mathematics
Education. Chapter 2 The Introduction of Foreign
Mathematics Education to China and Its Influence.
Chapter 3 Chinese Mathematics Classroom Teaching.
Chapter 4 Chinese Characteristics of Mathematics
Problem-solving. Chapter 5 Mathematics Curriculum
Reform of Basic Education. Chapter 6 Teacher
Education and the Professional Development of
Mathematics Teachers. Chapter 7 Information
and Communications Technolog y in School
Mathematics Education. Chapter 8 The Development
of Mathematics Education for Ethnic Minorities.
Chapter 9 Trends in Mathematics Education in
Contemporary China. Name Index.
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Career & Education
EDUCATION IN CHINA
Edited by Yuan Guiren, former Minister of Education,
People’s Republic of China
Print ISBN 9789814698054 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698467 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 392pp | Hardback | Gale

China has a long cultural and educational tradition for over 5,000 years. Ancient schools began to take
shape before the year 1100 BC. In the early twentieth century, the governments of the Qing Dynasty and
the Republic of China established the classroom education system after reviewing similar systems in Japan
and the United States. Before the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, 80% of the country’s
population was illiterate and the enrollment rate of primary school-age children was only 20%.
With this in mind, Education in China seeks to present a comprehensive overview of the Chinese educational
system at all levels, from primary and secondary schools to vocational schools, colleges and universities,
covering such important topics as educational legislation, administration, management, student admission
and employment, continuing education, that took place in Chinese educational institutions over a span of
60 years (1949–2009).
The book examines how each educational system was adapted to meet the issues encountered, both domestic
and foreign, at different stages of development. The author also describes how education is provided for the
ethnic minorities and special groups, and one chapter is devoted to the nongovernmental education system.
Topics such as the training and development of teachers, research in education, the use of information
technology in all aspects of education, and international exchanges at each level of the education system
are described toward the end of the book.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Most comprehensive coverage of China’s
education system since reform and opening up
• Color photographs interspersed throughout the
book to provide visual interest for readers
• The References and Index allow researchers and
readers to locate relevant topics within the book
easily

Preface. About the Author. 1. Introduction. 2. The
Education System. 3. Basic Education. 4. Vocational
Education. 5. Higher Education. 6. Continuing
Education. 7. Education for Ethnic Minorities.
8. Special Education. 9. Private Education. 10.
Teacher Development. 11. Educational Research. 12.
Information Technology in Education. 13. Educational
Input. 14. Opening Up Education. 15. Future Outlook.
References. Index.
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General Reference
BIBLIOGRAPHY COMPLEX

Fundamentals of Librarianship and Knowledge Management
edited by Karl Min Ku
Print ISBN 9789814384193 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814384209 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2013 | 312pp | Hardback | Gale

Libraries are crucial to the development of human civilizations, thus library science with its knowledge ethics
has also become a critical part of social values. The four development stages of library civilizations include:
information storage, information discovery interface, information access, and information management
and its market innovation. Bibliography Complex: Fundamentals of Librarianship and Knowledge Management
delves into the history and contemporary state of development of librarianship and bibliographic control
of Chinese texts, with a strong emphasis placed on the future of bibliographic management and research.
The book discusses the issues faced in the Sinification of Western bibliography and cataloguing standards
and formats, especially in the data exchange of machine-readable cataloging records between libraries
from different countries. Bibliography Complex ends with an optimistic view of the digitalization of library
collections and the new concept of “mega media bibliography” proposed by Mr. Ku Min.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Sinification of Bibliography. Two chapters
are devoted to the historical milestones and
unique characteristics of bibliography and
knowledge management in China, as compared
to its Western counterparts. The Sinification of
Western bibliography, cataloguing standards,
and cataloguing formats is also touched upon
briefly in the other chapters of the book.
• Bibliometrics and Scholarly Communication.
Two chapters devoted to bibliometrics and
scholarly communication and the contemporary
issues facing academic libraries today.
• Names and Titles in Traditional Chinese. In the
first few chapters, both the Traditional Chinese
and Hanyu Pinyin names and publication titles
are provided in the main text to allow readers to
easily research these famous characters or texts.
• Glossary. Technical terms used in bibliography
and cataloging are explained in the glossary.

Foreword by Ellen R. Tis. Foreword by Ngian Lek
Choh Foreword by Paula Kaufman. Preface by Karl
Min Ku. List of Figures. List of Tables. 1. Introduction:
Origins and Theory of Bibliography (by Karl Min, Ku)
2. Knowledge Management in Early Bibliographies (by
Ding-jong, Yan) 3. Modern Cataloging and the Growth
of the Library (by Ying-mei, Wu) 4. Bibliographic Tools
and Reference Services (by Yi-rong, Lee & Mei-jhen,
Huang) 5. MARC and the Internationalization of
Bibliographic Records (by Hsiao-ming, Yu & Yu-lin,
Cheng) 6. Automatic Indexing System and Scholarly
Communication (by Bau-Mei, Cheng & Tsai-erh,
Tseng) 7. Bibliometrics and Knowledge Behavior
Studies (by Chiao-min, Lin) 8. Digital Knowledge
Organization and Content Management (by Hungte, Wang) 9. Network Bibliographic Information and
Knowledge Support Service (by Kun-hsien, Tseng) 10.
Bibliography and Bibliographic Management of the
Future (by Karl Min, Ku) Glossary. Bibliography. Index.
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General Reference
THE DIARY AND LETTERS OF
DR. HU SHIH
Peking University Library
Print ISBN 9789814272247 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814319577 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2010 | 372pp | Hardback | Gale

The Diary and Letters of Dr. Hu Shih (Peking University Library Collection) contains Hu Shih’s diary from
his Chengzhong School days, an incomplete diary entry of Hsu Chi-Mo (Xu Zhimo) copied by Hu Shih, 116
Chinese letters, and 141 English letters. Among these, Hu Shih’s diary at Chengzhong School is his earliest
one discovered so far, dating back to 1906, a time when he started to receive modern education and
encounter modern thoughts. Considering that most of Hu Shih’s letters have already been published, the
letters included in this book are even more valuable. Apart from the letters written by Hu Shih and his family
members, this book also includes letters written by famous scholars and important figures at that time, such
as Jiang Menglin and Fu Sinian. The English letters were mostly from the years when he was ambassador
to the United States, which, from another angle, tell us something about his communication with Western
scholars and his strenuous effort to support China’s war against Japan.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Contains rare letters and diaries by Hu Shih,
never before published.
• Each document is presented in facsimile, with
English captions.
• Hu’s English Letters during his US
ambassadorship (1938–1942) offer important
insights into the Second Sino-Japanese War and
World War II.
• The early diary give a window on the world of
Hu’s formative years.
• Hu’s correspondences regarding Chang Shi Ji
offer new material for the study of his significant
contribution to modern Chinese poetry
• Contains many correspondences with important
figures and scholars of the time.

Preface.
About Peking University Library.
Part I. Diary at Chengzhong School.
Part II. An Entry from Hsu Chi-Mo’s Diary Copied
by Hu Shih.
Part III. Chinese Letters.
Part IV. Correspondence regarding Chang Shi Ji.
Part V. English Letters.
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History
A PICTORIAL RECORD OF THE QING
DYNASTY SERIES

5-vol set

Print ISBN 9789000012367 (5-vol. set) | Print Price US$1500.00
eBook ISBN 9789000012374 (5-vol.set) | eBook Price From US$1650.00
© 2010 | 1642pp | Hardback | Gale

A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty is a series that grew out of a historiographical project initiated and
supervised by the China National Committee for the Compilation of the History of the Qing Dynasty. Unlike
general history books that are dominantly textual, the series aims to present visually the various aspects of
China during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911).
Business Documents portrays the social and economic development of Tianjin-a major city in northern Chinabetween the 1860s and the 1910s through 500-plus photographed color documents, including trademarks,
business firm seals, stock certificates, bank drafts, transportation passes, contracts, bills, stamps, and
envelops.
Rivers and Sites is a collection of seven color maps of water courses taken from ancient books such as A
Compendium on Harnessing Rivers (1703), covering the Grand Canal, the Yellow River, and rivers in today’s
Hebei province. Apart from these, three more ancient maps are also included on the emperor’s temporary
dwelling palaces, batteries, and other historical sites.
Old Manchu Capital features paintings and photographs about Shenyang-the old capital of the Qing Dynastyranging from city walls, mausoleums, and war remains to places of worship and cultural sites.
Manchurian Railway records, through 500 photographs, the early stage of the Manchurian Railway (19061911), covering its operations along the railway and in its accessory lands and providing a unique perspective
of studying the history of Chinese-Japanese relations during the late Qing period.
All the pictorial materials collected in these titles are first-hand resources which present vividly the political,
economic, military, and cultural landscapes of China during the Qing Dynasty. They are of exceptional
academic value.
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A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty Series

BUSINESS DOCUMENTS
Tianjin Municipal Archives
Print ISBN 9789814246194 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814253772 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2008 | 352pp | Hardback | Gale

Tianjin is one of the most important cities in northern China and a gate to the nation’s capital. To some
extent, Tianjin in the history of pre-modern China is a microcosm of Chinese society at that time. After the
first Opium War in 1840, the Western powers accelerated their incursion and plunder of China. During the
second Opium War, the Qing Dynasty was forced to sign the Treaty of Tianjin with Great Britain, France, and
the United States of America. In 1860, it was again forced to sign the Treaty of Beijing with Great Britain,
France, and Russia. According to these treaties, Tianjin was designated as a trade port, paving the way for
the Western powers to economically exploit Tianjin and China as a whole.
A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty: Business Documents, compiled by the Tianjin Municipal Archives, is a
marvelous catalogue of various business documents. It contains full-color photographs with informative
description, including names of business firms and registration dates. This volume is the first of the five
titles in the Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty series, covering trademarks, business firm seals, contracts,
bills, stamps, etc. from the mid-19th century through 1911. This book makes invaluable reference for historical
study on business documents during the Qing Dynasty.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Organized around four topics: “Registered
Trademarks and Business Firm Seals,” “Passes,”
“Contracts and Bills,” and “Postal Services.”
• Photographs of over 500 business documents
dated from 1861–1911, consisting of trademarks,
postage stamps, passes, contracts, bills, and
other kinds of records.
• Original images and full color

Preface to the Series.
Introduction.
About Tianjin Municipal Archives.
Part I. Registered trademarks and business firm seals.
Part II. Passes.
Part III. Contracts and bills. Part IV Postal Service.
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A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty Series

MANCHURIAN RAILWAY
Liaoning Provincial Library
Print ISBN 9789814246187 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814253765 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2009 | 287pp | Hardback | Gale

A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty: Manchurian Railway records the early stage of the Manchurian
Railway (1906–1911), covering its operations along the railway and in its accessory lands. Consisting of 500
photographs taken from Lüshun Museum’s special archive on the Manchurian Railway, the book provide
first-hand resources for studying the history of Japan’s invasion of China dating from the late Qing Dynasty.
After winning the Russo-Japanese War, the Japanese founded the Southern Manchurian Railway Corporation
to build a railway system based on the former Russian- owned railway. Centered on Dalian, the railway
extended to many parts of northeastern China. At the same time, the corporation also initiated a large-scale
development of mineral mines, ports, towns, and villages along the railway. Originally taken to build up the
archive for the Manchurian Railway Investigation Department, all the photographs collected in the book
are clearly dated, information-packed, and of exceptional academic value.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Most of the precious historical photographs
collected in this book are available to the public
for the first time.
• Content ranges from railway construction, port
facilities, agriculture, industry, and mining to
culture, education, and health.
• More than 500 original photographs are presented.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Preface to the Series
Introduction
List of Advisers and Editors
Acknowledgments
About Lüshun Museum
Part I: Dalian Headquarters
Part II: South Section of the Southern
Manchurian Railway and Yingkou Line
8. Part III: North Section of the Southern 		
Manchurian Railway
9. Part IV: Andong-Fengtian Line and Fushun Line

History
A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty Series

QING DYNASTY ARCHITECTURE
Peking University Library
Print ISBN 9789814272407 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281980 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2010 | 350pp | Hardback | Gale

This book is a compilation of 540 photographs and paintings of Qing Dynasty architecture that appeared in
Western publications currently housed in the Peking University Library. The collection is categorized into
18 chapters, such as city walls and gates, pagodas, archways, guild houses, churches, streets, and bridges
(see Table of Contents). These photographs and paintings present a visual introduction to the modes and
styles of Chinese architecture built before and during the Qing Dynasty.
Besides mirroring the various social upheavals in China during the late Qing Dynasty, the photographs also
reflect the Sino–Western cultural interactions and military encounters then. This is shown in photographs of
armed foreign troops standing guard on the city walls of Nanjing and the triumphant parade of the German
military motorcade along a street in Qingdao. In conclusion, this book is useful as a visual reference for
researching the architectural evolution during the Qing Dynasty and also provides a fresh and multi-faceted
perspective on China’s political, social, cultural, and economic landscapes then.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• High print resolution: close examination of
details on each photograph is enhanced with the
high print resolution of the book
• Reader-friendly layout: single- or dual-picture
layout on each page facilitates a fast browsing
experience on printed and eBook formats.
• Accompanying text: each photograph includes
useful annotations such as explanatory notes on
specific architectural features, sources, dates of
photography, and names of photographers.

I. City Walls and Gates. II. Full View of Cities and
Towns. III. Pagodas. IV. Archways. V. Guild Houses.
VI. Churches. VII. Legations and Consulates. VIII.
Mission Schools. IX. Railway Stations. X. Imperial
Exam Halls. XI. Yamen (Government Office). XII.
Gardens and Mansions. XIII. Pavilions, Terraces, and
Towers. XIV. Temples. XV. Altars. XVI. Graves and
Tombs. XVII. Streets. XVIII. Bridges.
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OLD MANCHU CAPITAL
Liaoning Provincial Library
Print ISBN 9789814246170 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814253758 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2009 | 308pp | Hardback | Gale

For nearly 30 years before the Qing forces captured Shanhaiguan, Liaoning had been the political center of
the early Qing government. Moreover, Liaoning was the “rising land of the dragon” where the ancestors of
Qing emperors were buried, therefore, the imperial court attached great importance to the administration
and development of Liaoning.
A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty: Old Manchu Capital, compiled by the Liaoning Provincial Library,
consists of 500-plus photographs and paintings about the organizational system of the Liaoning area, its
war relics, religious temples, culture, and education during the Qing Dynasty. Some of the photographs or
paintings are taken from first editions or rare editions, such as the 130-volume Shengjing Gazette carved
and produced by Wuying Hall.
Also included in this title are the Collection of Manchu Official Seals produced during the Emperor Qianlong’s
reign, the Records of the Sino–Japanese War published by the Japanese Hakubunkan in 1894, the Photograph
Album of Scenes during the Russo–Japanese War published in 1906, the Complete Maps of Paddocks and
Kaluns in the Territory of Shengjing, the Blueprint of Lüshun Shipyard, the Photograph Album of Historical
Relics in Shenyang and many more.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Consists of more than 500 photographs and
paintings
• Original Images and full color

Part I: Three Capitals in Northeastern China—Xingjing,
Dongjing, and Shengjing. Part II: The Administration
of Shengjing. Part III: Three Imperial Mausoleums
of the Qing Dynasty in Sheng jing—Yongling
Mausoleum, Fuling Mausoleum, and Zhaoling
Mausoleum. Part IV: The Mountain Resort and Eight
Outlying Temples. Part V: History of the Liao-Shen
Area—Wars of the Early Qing Dynasty, the First
Sino–Japanese War, and the Russo–Japanese War.
Part VI: Culture and Education. Part VII: Religious
Beliefs—Temples, Mosques, and Churches. Part VIII :
Etiquette and Customs—Agricultural Activities, Daily
Life, Stages of Life, Social Etiquette, and Festivals.
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A Pictorial Record of the Qing Dynasty Series

RIVERS AND SITES
Tianjin Library
Print ISBN 9789814246163 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814253741 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2010 | 350pp | Hardback | Gale

China was an agrarian society during medieval times, and harnessing rivers played an important role in
sustaining social development. A Compendium on Harnessing Rivers, which was completed in the 42nd year
of Emperor Kangxi’s reign (1703), contains a large number of valuable pictures compiled and edited by Zhang
Penghe, the governor-general in charge of rivers. The book also contains maps of various rivers drawn by
anonymous artists. They record the vicissitudes of rivers and areas along the banks while at the same time
realistically tracing the shapes of city walls, places of historical interest, and beauty spots along the rivers.
As a mother river of the Chinese nation, the Yellow River has always been the focus of much attention,
resulting in more ancient Chinese maps of this river than any other in China. This book collects many maps
of the Yellow River made during the late Qing period, most of which also record in writing the dates of
the crevasse and the closure of a certain section of the river and the deployment of soldiers guarding it. A
Complete Map of the Yellow River within Shandong, A Map of the Yellow River within the Whole Province
of Shandong, A Concise Complete Map of the Yellow River within Shandong are among the maps presented
in this book.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Consists of over 400 maps that appear in
chronological order in ten categories, each
decorated with colored drawings.
• Original images and full color

Part I: Maps Attached to A Compendium on
Harnessing Rivers. Part II: A Complete Map of the
Yellow River within Shandong. Part III: A Map of the
Yellow River within the Whole Province of Shandong.
Part IV: A Concise Complete Map of the Yellow River
within Shandong. Part V: Maps of the Rivers under
Baoding Prefecture. Part VI: Maps of the Rivers
under Zhengding Prefecture. Part VII: Maps of the
Rivers under the Five Prefectures of Zhili—Ji, Zhao,
Shen, Ding, and Yi. Part VIII : Maps of His Majesty’s
Temporary Dwelling Palaces on His Return Journey.
Part IX: Maps of Dagu Batteries. Part X: Illustrations
of Wendeng, Weihai, and Other Historical Sites.
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A HISTORY OF THE NANJING
MASSACRE

1st Edition

Edited by Zhang Xianwen, Zhang Lianhong & Wang Weixing
Translated by Michelle LeSourd & Kan Liang
Print ISBN 9789814839068 | Print Price US$200.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839075 | eBook Price From US$220.00
© 2019 | 484pp | Hardback | Gale

The Nanjing Massacre is known as one of the darkest pages in 20th-century world history. For various reasons,
however, this historical tragedy remained relatively unknown to the general public in the West until the
1997 publication of Iris Chang’s popular book, The Rape of Nanking: The Forgotten Holocaust of World War II.
Since then, the topic has drawn more attention. A History of the Nanjing Massacre is the first comprehensive
narrative of the massacre written by a group of Chinese scholars from Nanjing. From the fall of the city, to the
atrocities themselves, to the international community’s efforts to save refugees, and finally to the trials of
the war criminals, the book offers a complete story of the massacre from the Chinese, Japanese, and Western
perspectives. The book is based on a substantial amount of primary source material collected by a group of
Chinese and foreign scholars led by Professor Zhang Xianwen of Nanjing University from major archives and
libraries around the world. This massive effort resulted in the publication of 72 volumes of historical material,
the most comprehensive collection on the topic.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Provides the first comprehensive narrative of the
massacre written by a group of Chinese scholars
from Nanjing
• Covers the complete story of the massacre, ranging
from the fall of the city, to the atrocities themselves,
to the international community’s efforts to save the
refuges and the trial of the war criminals
• Based on abundant historical primary source
material, including photographs and maps, collected
from around the world in Chinese, Japanese, English,
and other Western languages

Editors’ Note
Translators’ Note
Chapter 1 The Battle of Nanjing
Chapter 2 The Massacre that Shocked the World
Chapter 3 Sexual Violence on a Massive Scale
Chapter 4 Looting, Burning, and Destruction
Chapter 5 Relief Efforts of the International
Committee of the Nanjing Safety Zone
Chapter 6 Nanjing Under Japanese Rule
Chapter 7 Chinese Reporting on the Nanjing Massacre
Chapter 8 Reactions to the Nanjing Massacre from
the International Community and Japan
Chapter 9 Postwar Investigations and Tribunals
Index
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Human Memory: Solid Evidence
of the Nanjing Massacre
1st Edition

Edited by Zhang Xianwen & Zhang Jianjun
Print ISBN 9789814839600 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839594 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2019 | 405pp | Hardback | Gale

On December 13, 1937, the Japanese army captured Nanjing and went on to wantonly massacre disarmed
Chinese soldiers and defenseless civilians in flagrant violation of international conventions. The Nanjing
Massacre forms one of the darkest chapters in 20th-century world history.
Researching this major historical event requires scholars worldwide to collect a variety of primary source
material in different languages. Compiled by a group of historians from about ten universities and research
institutions based in China and abroad, Human Memory: Solid Evidence of the Nanjing Massacre represents
a major effort in this regard. Consisting of textual and pictorial evidence reproduced from major archives
and libraries around the world, the book falls into four parts—Chinese, Japanese, English, and other
Western languages. The book covers material created by victims, perpetrators, and important third
parties in a diversity of formats: diaries, petitions, investig ation reports, news articles, tribunal
documents, and photographs. To help readers to better understand the wide range of evidence, the
editors have provided very useful annotations for each document or photograph. Without a doubt,
this publication holds some of the most vivid and sobering scenes in humanity’s collective memory.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Juxtaposes photographically reproduced
historical evidence with useful annotations
• Consists of evidence created by victims,
perpetrators, and important third parties
• Comprises diaries, petitions, investigation
reports, news articles, tribunal documents, and
photographs sourced from major libraries and
archives around the world in Chinese, Japanese,
English, and other Western languages

Preface Part 1 Chinese Sources. 1.1 Diaries of Soldiers
and Civilians. 1.2 Citizen Petitions to the Government.
1.3 Investigations and Statistics. Part 2 Japanese
Sources. 2.1 Military Documents. 2.2 Letters, Diaries,
and Recollections of Officers and Soldiers. 2.3
Historical Images. Part 3 Western Sources. 3.1 Official
Documents. 3.2 Diaries and Letters. 3.3 Investigations
and Reports. 3.4 News Reports. 3.5 Historical Images.
Par t 4 Postwar Tribunals. 4.1 Tokyo Tribunal
Documents. 4.2 Nanjing Tribunal Documents.
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Nation & World
CHINA AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
SERIES

A 10-volume series shedding light on China’s approach to
global governance
© 2019-2020 | 1642pp | Hardback | Gale

On several occasions since 2016, Chinese President Xi Jinping has stressed the importance of China’s active
participation in the internati onal efforts to reform the system of glob al governance. Written by a group of
prominent Chinese scholars and officials, the China and Global Governance Series aims to present international
readers with China’s approach to global governance and the Chinese wisdom behind it. In the ten titles forming
this series, the authors elaborate on China’s perspectives on global governance, peace, and development,
as well as seven other important aspects of global governance—financial security, energy security, climate
change management, foreign aid, cybersecurity, human rights protection, and anti-terrorism.

FEATURES:
• Written by a group of prominent Chinese scholars and officials
• Presents the voice of China on the global governance system from various aspects
• Advances China’s proposals for reforming the global governance system based on the nation’s successful
experience of the past four decades
• Contains photos from authoritative Chinese media sources
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CHINA AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
He Yafei
Print ISBN 9789814839150 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839167 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 218pp | Hardback | Gale

In the context of rapid globalization worldwide over the past few decades, China has been trying to gain a
louder voice in the international community. In China and Global Governance, He Yafei, a renowned career
diplomat, reviews the origin and evolution of the concept of global governance and describes the gradual
shift from the present governance by the West, its monopoly of global affairs, to joint governance by East
and West, which champions multipolarity. Moreover, the author presents China’s perspectives, means, and
goals concerning global governance—advancing the innovative Belt and Road Initiative, striving for global
peace and mutual benefits in bilateral and multilateral relations, and building a shared future for mankind.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Puts forth China’s right of discourse in global
governance system and reform
• Presents the current Chinese perspective of
global governance
• Includes cutting edge concepts such as
the China solution to global governance,
transcultural communication, joint governance
by the East and West
• Contains photos from authoritative Chinese
media sources

List of Exhibits
Preface
Chapter 1 Global Governance: Concept and System
Chapter 2 Practice and Evolution
Chapter 3 Toward Joint Governance by the East and
West
Chapter 4 Trekking New Paths in Global Governance
Chapter 5 China’s Historic Choice and Current Mission
Chapter 6 China’s Actions in the New Era
Index
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CHINA AND INTERNATIONAL
ANTI-TERRORISM
Li Wei, Fan Juanrong, Yang Xi
Print ISBN 9789814839334 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839341 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 268pp | Hardback | Gale

Terrorism has plagued modern society with countless issues. Ranging from politics to religion, terrorist
organizations have used numerous means to manipulate humanity to the point of death and destruction.
In 2017 alone, the world saw more than 20,000 incidences of terrorist attacks. With these atrocities fueling
widespread fear amongst civilians and weighing heavier on world leaders, international organizations like the
United Nations have been urgently developing counter-terrorism measures. In China and International Antiterrorism, the authors trace the roots and evolution of different types of terrorism, discuss the achievements
and challenges in today’s international anti-terrorism cooperation, and present how China has contributed
to the fight against terrorism in terms of national and regional security, economic policies, and multilateral
cooperation. This book also shares China’s years of experience in preventing terror attacks by carrying out
top-level reforms and launching an “All-out People’s War” against terrorism.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Consists of more than 50 photographs on ruins
of terrorist attacks, and important international
affairs from international news agencies;
• Cites data from the United Nations and other
significant international organizations;
• Analyzes international measures against
terrorism from the birth of the League of
Nations to the post-9/11 Era;
• Illustrates latest Chinese government policies on
counter-terrorism and other related issues.

List of Exhibits
List of Abbreviations and Acronyms
Preface
Chapter 1 Development of International Terrorism
Chapter 2 Current Stages of Anti-terrorism
Cooperation
Chapter 3 Challenges to International CounterTerrorism Cooperation
Chapter 4 China and International Counter-Terrorism
Cooperation
Index
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CHINA AND INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL SECURITY
Zhang Hongli et al.
Print ISBN 9789814839211 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839228 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 226pp | Hardback | Gale

Driven by fast industrial developments and advancements in science and technology over the past few
decades, global finance has become more powerful than ever before. However, the 2008 global financial
crisis and its decade-long aftermath have brought to the foreground the issue of financial security, making
it an indispensable part of global governance. In China and International Financial Security, the author
analyzes the predicament of the current financial governance system, and stresses the world’s urgent
needs for mutually-beneficial economic cooperation, enhanced regulatory systems, structural reforms in
governance, and improvements in the global currency system. More importantly, this book also discusses
China’s approaches to global financial security—seeking shared development, building a community with a
shared future for mankind, and working toward a just and equal-footed global financial system.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Based on latest financial statistics and
government reports from both Chinese and
Western organizations;
• Consists of more than 50 photographs
of important international affairs; from
international news agencies and medias
• Illustrates complex economic theories with wellknown financial events.

List of Exhibits
Preface
Chapter 1 China’s Approach to International
Financial Security
Chapter 2 China’s Top-Level Design
Chapter 3 Financial Regulation System as
Cornerstone
Chapter 4 Economic Cooperation as the Material
Basis
Chapter 5 Reforming the International Currency
System
Chapter 6 The Development of International
Financial Capabilities
Chapter 7 Building a Sound Financial Ecosystem
Index
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CHINA AND WORLD HUMAN
RIGHTS PROTECTION
Zhang Yonghe et al.
Print ISBN 9789814839297 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839303 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 208pp | Hardback | Gale

In China and World Human Rights Protection, Chinese human rights scholar Zhang Yonghe presents China’s
perspectives on, approach to, and considerable progress achieved in improving human rights. China firmly
believes in the primacy of the rights to subsistence and development, trying to reconcile its national
exigencies with the demands of universal human rights. As the second largest economy of the world today,
China is committed to protecting rights that secure the people’s baseline, the right to work, the right to
property, and the right to education, having formed its own set of ideas and policies on the development of
human rights. Moreover, China has also actively fulfilled its international human rights obligations through
partnership with other countries over the past few decades. It is poised to make greater contributions to
world human rights protection.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents China’s unique approach to human
rights protection
• Summarizes China’s achievements in human
rights improvement
• Reviews China’s efforts to fulfil its international
human rights obligations through cooperation

List of Exhibits
Preface
Chapter 1 China’s Approach to the Right to Primary
Human Rights
Chapter 2 How China Protects Civil and Political
Rights
Chapter 3 China’s Approach to International Human
Rights
Chapter 4 China’s Contribution to World Human
Rights
Index
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CHINA AND FOREIGN AID
Wang Luo et al.
Print ISBN 9789814839273| Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839280 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2019 | 252pp | Hardback | Gale

In China and Foreign Aid, the authors expound on the critical role that Chinese foreign aid plays in the global
governance system. While unprecedented humanitarian crises undermine global peace and development,
major aid donors from the West have scaled back on aid funding and left behind a lacuna. As such,
countries have turned to China, the world’s greatest emerging power, for assistance and guidance. Since
its establishment in the 1950s, Chinese foreign aid has evolved with the times, departing from Eurocentric
models and developing its own vision and philosophy. The book traces the historical development of Chinese
foreign aid in areas such as infrastructure, governance support, trade, agriculture, healthcare, environmental
conservation, humanitarian work, education, and culture. Through the South-South Cooperation Framework
and the Belt and Road Initiative, Chinese foreign aid pursues common development and shared interests.
Banding together the developing countries, China aspires to contribute her solutions for foreign aid to build
a community with shared future for mankind.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Features tables, graphs, and insights that
illustrate and elucidate foreign aid trends
• Presents a comprehensive picture of Chinese
foreign aid practices vis-à-vis Eurocentric models
and interests, shifting the focus to Africa, South
Asia, and Asia Pacific
• Expounds on the Chinese characteristics behind
the Chinese approach, including philosophical
leanings, policy directions, the role of
mechanisms and programs (e.g. the SouthSouth Cooperation Framework, Belt and Road
Initiative), and so on

List of Exhibits
Introduction
Chapter 1 Chinese Foreign Aid: Past and Present
Chapter 2 Chinese Foreign Aid in the New Era
Chapter 3 Chinese Foreign Aid and its Characteristics
Chapter 4 Governance Support
Chapter 5 Infrastructural Aid
Chapter 6 Aid for Trade
Chapter 7 Medical and Healthcare Aid
Chapter 8 Agricultural Aid and Poverty Reduction
Chapter 9 Environmental Aid
Chapter 10 Humanitarian Aid
Chapter 11		Aid for Education and Culture
Index
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CHINA AND CYBERSECURITY
Zhao Zeliang
Print ISBN 9789814839310 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839327 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2020 | circ.220pp | Hardback | Gale

This book summarizes China’s efforts to work with other countries in promoting the reform of the
international cyberspace governance system, establishing a safe, open, and cooperative cyberspace, and
building a multi-lateral, democratic, and transparent framework for global Internet management. It also
covers China’s involvement in the formulation of related international regulations, hosting the World Internet
Conference, and raising the awareness of cyberspace security among Chinese netizens.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Based on the latest research and current affairs
concerning cybersecurity and international
cyberspace governance;
• Reviews the latest developments in
technology and how they may increasingly
affect cybersecurity and vital technology and
communications infrastructure;
• Analyzes China’s administrative approaches
toward cybersecurity.

List of Exhibits
Preface
Chapter 1 International Cybersecurity and
a Community of Shared Future in
Cyberspace
Chapter 2 Propositions and Practices
Chapter 3 China’s Structural Approaches to
Cybersecurity
Chapter 4 China’s Key Security Measures for
Cyberspace
Chapter 5 Capacity Development of Cybersecurity
Industry
Index
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CHINA AND GLOBAL
PEACE
Zhao Kejin
Print ISBN 9789814839174 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839181 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2020 | circ. 220pp | Hardback | Gale

This book explains China’s achievements in enriching the concepts of international security by elaborating the
ideas proposed by China for building a harmonious world, establishing a new type of international relations
based on cooperation and mutual benefit, and creating a global community of shared future.

China and Global Governance Series

CHINA AND GLOBAL
DEVELOPMENT
Zhang Yuyan
Print ISBN 9789814839198 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839204 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2020 | circ. 220pp | Hardback | Gale

This book elaborates on China’s endeavors in global development around five concepts: innovation,
coordination, greenness, openness, and sharing. It also describes China’s efforts to restructure the domestic
economy; seek new modes of growth; promote an innovative, dynamic, interactive, and including world
economy; foster the transformation of G20; initiate the One Belt One Road program; establish the New
Development Bank, the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, and the Silk Road Fund; and push for the
internationalization of Renminbi.
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CHINA AND GLOBAL CLIMATE
MANAGEMENT
Zhang Haibin
Print ISBN 9789814839259 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839266 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2020 | circ. 220pp | Hardback | Gale

China has been criticized for long by the Western media for its ever increasing carbon emission. This book
serves as a response to that criticism by demonstrating a series of policy measures and actions China, as a
developing country, has taken to address climate and environmental issues. These include the implementation
of a sustainable development strategy, the promotion of ecological civilization, the initiative of building a
beautiful China, as well as China’s active participation in international cooperation on environmental and
climate management, conscientious execution of international environmental conventions, and provision
of external environmental aids.

China and Global Governance Series

CHINA AND GLOBAL
ENERGY SECURITY
Li Junfeng
Print ISBN 9789814839235 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814839242 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2020 | circ 220pp | Hardback | Gale

As the largest energy producer and consumer in the world, China is now at the center of global energy affairs
and plays an increasingly important part in global energy management. This book describes China’s efforts
to reform the energy production and consumption modes and seek clean, efficient, secure, and sustainable
development through developing green, low-carbon, and intelligent technologies. It also touches on China’s
active participation in regional and global energy dialogue mechanisms and coming up with a list of new
initiatives, such as building the APEC Sustainable Energy Centre and establishing a global energy network.
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NATIONAL DAY RALLY SPEECHES:
50 YEARS OF NATIONHOOD IN
SINGAPORE (1966–2015)
National Archives of Singapore
Print (Paperback) ISBN 9789814763929 | Print Price (Paperback) US$34.90
Print (Hardback) ISBN 9789814763974 | Print Price (Hardback) US$62.00
eBook ISBN 9789814763936 | eBook Price From US$69.00
© 2017 | 820pp | Hardback & Paprback | Gale

The annual National Day Rally speeches in Singapore provide a valuable summation of all the major issues
encountered each year, the challenges faced, as well as the policies and strategies that have shaped Singapore
from Independence in 1965 to the present time.
This book presents a collection of 50 National Day Rally speeches made between 1966 and 2015 by Singapore’s
Prime Ministers Mr Lee Kuan Yew, Mr Goh Chok Tong and Mr Lee Hsien Loong. This is the first time that
these speeches have been published in one book. It is an excellent resource for researchers and academics
as well as anyone who seeks a better understanding of Singapore’s nation-building journey and insights into
how the country has evolved into what it is today.

FEATURES:
• Presents, for the first time and in a single volume, a complete collection of 50 National Day Rally
speeches delivered between 1966 and 2015 by Singapore’s Prime Ministers Mr Lee Kuan Yew,
Mr Goh Chok Tong and Mr Lee Hsien Loong
• Chronicles the key political, social and economic changes that Singapore has experienced, as well as the
policies and strategies that have shaped the country over the past five decades since Independence
• Contains detailed annotations of key terms and phrases mentioned in the speeches
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CENTENNIAL HYDRAULIC
PROJECT
SOUTH–NORTH WATER DIVERSION
Zhao Hongliang
Print ISBN 9789814806282 | Print Price US$150
eBook ISBN9789814806299 | eBook Price From US$165
© 2018 | 178pp | Hardcover | Gale

China can be divided into two zones in terms of water resources, with South China having abundant water
and North China suffering from water shortages. The South–North Water Diversion Project was launched
in 2002 to alleviate the water shortages faced in northern China by diverting water from the Yangtze River
in southern China.
The South–North Water Diversion Project is the largest and most complicated water control project in
Chinese history. Richly illustrated with captivating photographs and diagrams, this book documents the
Project in detail, covering its planning, implementation, cultural heritage protection, pollution control,
innovations, and more.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Documents China’s spectacular South–North
Water Diversion Project in detail
• Covers various aspects of the South–North
Water Diversion Project, including its planning,
implementation, routes, pollution control,
resettlement of displaced people, cultural
heritage protection, and innovations
• Contains captivating photographs and diagrams

Foreword
Chapter 1: Water Scarcity in North China versus
Water Surplus in South China
Chapter 2: Planning and Design: Three Water
Diversion Routes
Chapter 3: Construction
Chapter 4: Resettlement of Displaced People
Chapter 5: Cultural Heritage Protection
Chapter 6: Pollution Control and Environmental
Management
Chapter 7: Innovations and New Records
Chapter 8: Conclusion
Index
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CHINA’S JOURNEY TO SPACE

From Dream to Reality
Xu Jing

Print ISBN 9789814806268 | Print Price US$150
eBook ISBN 9789814806275 | eBook Price From US$165
©2018 | 212pp | Hardcover | Gale

China started planning for its space program in the 1950s. After over ten years of hard work, China sent its first
satellite, Dongfanghong 1, into space in 1970. Its manned space program began decades later, culminating in
the first Chinese astronaut, Yang Liwei, being sent into space in 2003. In 2007, China successfully launched
its first lunar orbiter, Chang’e 1. From humble beginnings, China has evolved into a space power.
This book chronicles China’s journey to space, from dream to reality, over a period of sixty years, highlighting
the key events and characters involved. Topics covered include China’s rockets, satellites, spacecraft,
astronaut training, Chang’e lunar exploration program, and spaceport. The chapters are richly illustrated
with valuable and beautiful photographs and diagrams.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Documents the history of China’s space program
over a period of six decades
• Highlights the key events and characters
involved
• Covers China’s rockets, satellites, spacecraft,
astronaut training, Chang’e lunar exploration
program, and spaceport
• Contains valuable and beautiful photographs
and diagrams

Foreword
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:
Chapter 7:

Development of China’s Space Industry
Long March Carrier Rockets
Chinese Satellites in Space
The Shenzhou Spacecraft
Space Travel
The Chang’e Program
Deserts, Mountains, and Oceans: China’s
Spaceports
Chapter 8: The Future of China’s Aerospace Sector
Index
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THE SINOPEDIA SERIES
12-vol set
Print ISBN 9789000012404 (12-vol. set) | Print Price US$450.00
eBook ISBN 9789000012480 (12-vol.set) | eBook Price From US$495.00
© 2011 | Hardback with jacket | Gale

Through its reform and opening up to the outside world over the past thirty years, China has brought about
an economic miracle. This has greatly boosted the country’s overall national strength and its standing in the
international community. As more and more individuals around the world express a keen interest in China,
Cengage Learning and China Intercontinental Press have jointly rolled out The Sinopedia Series as a guide for
readers eager to learn some basic yet important facts about this country.
The twelve titles in this series cover China’s geography; history; political system; economy; culture; legal
system; diplomacy; national defense; social developme nt; science, technology, and education; environment;
and ethnic groups and religions. We hope that this series will invite readers to delve into China’s past, present,
and future and embark on a new journey of discovery—that of understanding China.
• China’s Culture

• China’s Geography

• China’s Diplomacy

• China’s History

• China’s Science, Technology, and
Education

• China’s Economy

• China’s Legal System

• China’s Social Development

• China’s Environment

• China’s National Defense

• China’s Ethnic Groups and Religions • China’s Political System
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CHINA’S CULTURE
Shi Zhongwen; Chen Qiaosheng
Print ISBN 9789814319720 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319904 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 174pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Culture gives a brief insight into Chinese culture covering topics such as China’s ideology, ethics,
morality, political and religious ideas, economic thought, ideas on obtaining material wealth, customs,
science and technology, education, and literature and arts. China has a glorious history of civilization that
spans thousands of years. Its culture is rich in content and heritage. Of the four ancient civilizations in the
world, only the Chinese civilization has witnessed cultural continuity. The long-term continuation of the
Chinese civilization has benefited from the three great processes of openness and integration. Today, a
Chinese culture with a more modern character is taking root.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated information
about China’s culture

1. Introverted and Open Cultural Identity.
2. Chinese Thought.
3. Virtues Upheld by the Chinese.
4. Political & Religious Concepts.
5. The Concepts of Economy and Wealth.
6. Ordinary Life & Customs.
7. Science & Technology.
8. Education.
9. Arts & Literature.
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CHINA’S DIPLOMACY
Zhang Qingmin
Print ISBN 9789814319737 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319911 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 170pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s diplomacy over the past 60 years can be divided into two periods with 1978 as the watershed. In the
first 30 years (1949–1978), the focus of China’s diplomatic tasks was to oppose the threat from big powers,
consolidate national independence, and safeguard sovereignty and territorial integrity. However, since
its opening up and reform in 1978, China has re-oriented its diplomacy to create an external environment
conducive to its domestic economic development in the midst of the changing international situation. This
book reviews the history of China’s diplomacy since 1949 and sums up its characteristics shown in different
periods, and argues that China cannot develop without the world and the world cannot become prosperous
without China. The book also elaborates on China’s independent foreign policy of peace that aims at world
peace and common development.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s diplomacy

1. Building a Harmonious World of Peace and
Prosperity.
2. Adhering to Independence and Safeguarding
Sovereignty and Security.
3. Participating in Multilateral Diplomacy and
Playing a Constructive Role.
4. Following the Five Principles of Peaceful 		
Coexistence and Developing Omni-directional
Diplomacy.
5. Adapting to Globalization and Promoting
Comprehensive Diplomacy.
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CHINA’S ECONOMY
Wu Li; Sui Fumin
Print ISBN 9789814319744 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319928 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 148pp | Hardback | Gale

This book opens with an overview on the economic geography of China, such as geographical features,
demographic characteristics, and natural resources, rural and urban planning, and environmental protection
strategies. It then describes how China’s economy developed over the past 60 years starting from the initial
“Five-Year Plan,” the transitions brought about by campaigns such as the Great Leap Forward, the People’s
Commune, the Cultural Revolution, and also how the reform and opening-up led to a socialist market-oriented
economy promulgated by Deng Xiaoping. Following that, the book describes China’s basic economic system
and how economic policies have benefited the Chinese people. Finally, the book illustrates China’s economic
achievements with official statistics and graphs and introduces the future economic plan and strategies
mapped out by the central government.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s economy

1.
2.
3.
4.

China’s Economic Geography.
China’s Economy: History and Development.
China’s Basic Economic System and Policies.
China’s Economic Development: Standards and
Achievements.
5. China’s Challenges and Her Economic 		
Development Trends.
6. China’s Role and Position in the Global 		
Economy.
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CHINA’S ENVIRONMENT
Liu Junhui; Wang Jia
Print ISBN 9789814319751 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319935 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 170pp | Hardback | Gale

Since the late 1970s, China’s rapid economic development has been accompanied by environmental problems
and resource constraints. China’s unique problems, related to its demography and terrain, have pushed
China to contemplate the severe challenges it faces in environmental protection. China has always attached
great importance to environmental protection and has established it as a basic state policy since reform
and opening up were initiated in 1978. This book provides an insight into the series of strategic steps taken
by China to strengthen its environmental protection measures, curb the deterioration of the environment,
and seek to protect the planet along with the governments and citizens of other countries.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s environment

1. China’s Environmental Protection Movement.
2. China’s Natural Ecosystem.
3. Biological Diversity.
4. Control and Treatment of Pollution.
5. Rural and Urban Environment.
6. Moving toward a Green Economy.
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CHINA’S ETHNIC GROUPS AND
RELIGIONS
Zheng Qian
Print ISBN 9789814319768 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319942 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 172pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Ethnic Groups and Religions provides a historical background on the ethnic groups of China. The
book explains how the central government categorizes ethnic groups and minorities. Furthermore, the
book explains how the granting of autonomous governing status to certain ethnic groups in China is done
with the sole aim of achieving national unity. Next, the author discusses the cultural and social practices of
ethnic minorities, and the government’s effort to protect and promote their cultures, as well as government
measures to improve the economic well-being of all ethnic groups. It then concludes with a general description
on the various major religions practiced in China.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated information
about China’s ethnic groups and religions

1. Nationality or Ethnic Group?
2. Diversity in a Unified Chinese Nation.
3. An Overview of China’s Ethnic Minorities
Populations.
4. Policies of Regional Ethnic Autonomy in
China.
5. Protection and Development of China’s Ethnic
Minority Culture.
6. Economies of Ethnic Minorities in China.
7. Religious Beliefs of the Chinese People.
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CHINA’S GEOGRAPHY
Zheng Ping
Print ISBN 9789814319775 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319959 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 160pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Geography introduces readers to the vast and varied geographical regions of China with brief
descriptions on the environment, natural resources, populations, and ethnic groups in each region. The book
is divided into eight chapters based on the climate and geographical features of China. The book provides
unique insights into the culture, environment, and economy of each geographical region accompanied by
breathtaking color photographs of natural, rural, and urban landscapes.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s geography

1.
2.
3.
4.
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Profile of China’s Geography.
Northwest China.
North China.
The Middle and Lower Reaches of the Yangtze
River.
Southwest China.
South China.
Northwest China.
The Tibetan Plateau.

Nation & World
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CHINA’S HISTORY
Cao Dawei; Sun Yanjing
Print ISBN 9789814319782 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319966 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 213pp | Hardback | Cengag Asia

China is one of the oldest civilizations in the world and more importantly the only ancient civilization in
human history without any interruption. This book outlines the unique historical trajectory of Chinese
civilization, covering a period that starts with the early Paleolithic Period about 2 million years ago and
extends all the way to 2008 when China successfully hosted the 29th Olympic Games in Beijing. It sums
up the characteristics of Chinese civilization and attempts to uncover the secrets behind the continuity and
vitality of this densely populated ancient civilization despite thousand years of vicissitudes.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s history

1. The Origin of Chinese Culture.
2. The Xia, Shang, and Western Zhou Dynasties:
Early States and Bronze Civilization.
3. The Spring and Autumn and Warring States
Periods: States Contend for Power, Control,
and Social Reform.
4. The Qin and Han Dynasties: Establishment
and Development of a Great Unified Country.
5. The Wei, Jin, and Southern and Northern
Dynasties: Regime Division and Ethnic
Concentration.
6. The Sui and Tang Dynasties: A Prosperous and
Open Age.
7. The Song and Yuan Dynasties: Cultural
Collision and Fusion and Socioeconomic
Advances.
8. The Ming and Qing Dynasties (before the
Opium War): Prosperity of the Farming
Civilization and Crisis before Modern Times.
9. The Decline and Struggle of Modern China.
10. The People’s Republic of China: In Search of
Socialist Modernization.
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CHINA’S LEGAL SYSTEM
Pan Guoping; Ma Limin
Print ISBN 9789814319799 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319973 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 204pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Legal System provides an introduction to the metamorphosis of the legal system in China. The book
starts with the developmental timeline of China’s legal system dating back to the establishment of the
People’s Republic of China. Thereafter, the relation between the constitution and the nomocratic system of
governance, the judiciary and the law enforcement system are explained. Legislative frameworks related to
public administration, criminal law, civil law, commercial law, economic laws, and social laws are described
in the context of China’s current market-oriented economic reform. Legal supervision and services, legal
education, and public education on legal concepts are touched on before ending with the current progress
of aligning China’s domestic laws with international laws, and her signing of international conventions and
treaties.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s legal system

1. Development of China’s Legal System and Her
Nomocracy.
2. China’s Legislations and Her Judiciary and
Procuratorates.
3. China’s Constitutional Legal System.
4. Administration by Law: Building a Serviceoriented Government.
5. Criminal Law and Related Legislations.
6. Civil, Commercial, and Economic Legislations.
7. Social Laws.
8. Undertakings of Legal Supervision and Legal
Services.
9. Training in Legal Education and Legal Concepts.
10. Harmonization of China’s Domestic Laws with
International Laws.
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CHINA’S NATIONAL DEFENSE
Peng Guangqian; Zhao Zhiyin; Luo Yong
Print ISBN 9789814319805 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319980 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 142pp | Hardback | Cengag Asia

China’s national defense has always been a topic of great interest to readers at home and abroad. What is the
current level of modernization in national defense for China given its rapid economic development? What
is its national defense policy and what kind of developmental path is China following in this respect? What
will be the contribution of China’s national defense building toward world peace and stability? This book will
seek answers through facts, and explain to readers China’s approach to national defense.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s national defense

1. China’s Peaceful Development and National
Defense.
2. New Concept of Security and the Defensive
National Defense Policy.
3. National Defense and Building of Armed 		
Forces Based on the Scientific Outlook on
Development.
4. China’s Armed Forces and Its Historic Mission.
5. The People’s War-based Active Defense Strategy.
6. China’s Special Military Reform and Innovation
7. China’s Modern Defense-related Science,
Technology, and Industry System.
8. Safeguarding World Peace and Promoting
Common Development.
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CHINA’S POLITICAL SYSTEM
Yin Zhongqing
Print ISBN 9789814319713 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814336017 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 180pp | Hardback | Gale

Political system varies from country to country. This book aims to provide an overview of China’s
political system by looking at its state structure, electoral system, people’s congresses, state presidency,
administration, judicial system, military system, multiparty cooperation and political consultation, and
grassroots democracy. Since the founding of the People’s Republic in 1949, China has constantly improved
its system of regional autonomy for ethnic minorities. As China has resumed the exercise of sovereignty over
Hong Kong and Macao, a system of special administrative region has been established in the two regions.
Grassroots democracy in China comprises self-governance of villagers in rural areas, self-governance of
residents in urban areas, and democratic management of enterprises.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s political system

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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The Structure of the State.
The Election System.
The System of People’s Congresses.
The System of the State Presidency.
The System of Administration.
The Judicial System.
The Military System.
The System of Multiparty Cooperation and
Political Consultation.
9. The System of Grassroots Democracy.

Nation & World
The Sinopedia Series

CHINA’S SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
AND EDUCATION
Xi Qiaojuan; Zhang Aixiu
Print ISBN 9789814319812 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814319997 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 160pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Science, Technology, and Education starts off with a short historical background on the development
of science and technology research in China after her transition to a socialist market economy. Besides
administering research activities through national institutes and various ministries, the educational system
has also undergone holistic reform with the aim of promoting economic and social development in China.
Various programs and projects related to scientific research, technical innovation, and the education
and training of students, researchers, and managers are also broadly discussed. The book concludes with
international exchanges and cooperation related to science, technology, and education.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s science, technology,
and education

1. China’s Education and R&D System.
2. China’s Scientific and Technological Resources
and Her Talent Pool.
3. Progress and Innovation of China’s Science
and Technology.
4. Fruits of China’s High-tech Industrialization.
5. Science Education and Activities in China.
6. International Collaborations on Science, 		
Technology, and Education.
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The Sinopedia Series

CHINA’S SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Tang Jun; Zhang Yi
Print ISBN 9789814319829 | Print Price US$39.95
eBook ISBN 9789814336000 | eBook Price From US$43.95
© 2011 | 138pp | Hardback | Gale

Chinese society is multifaceted. To provide a more structured narrative, this book focuses on those aspects
of society that are closely related with people’s livelihood. Such an approach allows us a sharper insight
into the Chinese society by concentrating on its principal elements. The book elaborates on the aspects of
Chinese society that have witnessed the greatest change, a change that is relevant to the common Chinese
citizen. It delves into certain features of society in detail; yet in some other parts, it leaves some blanks for
readers to ponder over.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• One of the 12 beautifully illustrated handy books
about China
• For your information (FYI) boxes providing
readers with interesting factual information on
certain topics which encourages them to explore
the topics further
• Offers basic, important, and updated
information about China’s social development

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Influence of Economic Takeoff on Chinese Society.
Population, Marriage, and the Family.
Urbanization and Population Mobility.
Community and Community Construction.
Anti-poverty Achievements in Urban and Rural Areas.
Reform of the Medical and Health System.

Nation & World
THE KOREAN ECONOMY

Six Decades of Growth and Development
Korea Development Institute

Print ISBN 9789814455718 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814455725 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale Asia, Gale

South Korea’s economic success has often been called a “miracle.” There has been an ongoing debate
about the factors behind its success, which has attracted the interest of not only academics but also policy
practitioners. Korea’s experience holds relevance for other developing countries that want to catch up with
advanced economies in a short period of time, as Korea did. A careful study of Korea’s economic history is
also essential to chart its future path in the face of new challenges.
Thus, in 2008, a project to compile the 60-year history of the Korean economy was started to contribute to
the discussion. For this purpose, the issues were categorized into five areas: general economic policies (i.e.,
macroeconomic, financial market, fiscal, taxation, and competition policies); industrial growth; external
economic relations; territorial development; social policies.
Since then, many research institutions and researchers have worked on this project to highlight Korea’s
progress in the five areas by examining the main issues and drawing lessons from them. The result was
published in five volumes in Korean. This English edition is a condensed and revised version of the original
Korean text.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Elaborates in a historical manner the five
aspects of the Korean economy since the
1950s: thegovernment’s role in the economic
development; Korea’s industrial development;
international economic policy; territorial
development policy; and social policy
• Written by a group of prominent scholars from
wellknown research institutes and universities
including the Korea Development Institute,
the Korea Institute for International Economic
Policy, and Korea University
• Contains numerous graphs, tables, and
photographs depicting the growth of the Korean
economy

List of Abbreviations.
List of Tables.
List of Figures.
Foreword.
A Note on Romanization.
1. Introduction
2. The Growth of the Korean Economy and the
Role of the Government
3. Korea’s Industrial Development
4. International Economic Policy
5. Territorial Development Policy
6. Social Policy
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THE JAPANESE ECONOMY
Then, Now, and Beyond
Mitsuru Taniuchi, Waseda University
Print ISBN 9789814568616 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814568623 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 166pp | Hardback | Gale

The Japanese economy has undergone significant turbulence over the past quarter century and now seems
poised to get back on track. From a long-term perspective, the unprecedented demographic shift—an aging
population with a diminishing number of inhabitants—poses a tremendous challenge to the economy. The
harm that the country’s fiscal disarray will cause if left neglected is not yet palpable with investors who are
seemingly content with holding large tranches of Japanese government bonds. Corporate Japan possesses
clear advantages like cutting-edge technology and good labor relations, but issues such as low profitability
and sagging entrepreneurship are its Achilles heel. Japan’s corporate sector and labor market have long been
known for unique traditional practices such as the keiretsu, cross-shareholdings, and life-time employment,
but these Japanese practices are now experiencing a major transformation. New issues such as the growing
dualism in the labor force are gnawing at the country.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a comprehensive, lucid overview of
the Japanese economy in the past, the recent
developments, and the greatest challenge for
the economy in the coming decade
• Analyzes the “Japanese miracle” in the post-war
period in connection with China’s growth over
the past few decades
• Written in an easy-to-understand manner for a
wide audience, with detailed footnotes giving
in-depth explanations on the rigorous analyses
and complex institutional arrangements
• Written from an international perspective with
references to how the Japanese experiences and
business practices differ from those in other
major economies
• Includes several figures and tables providing
valuable information on where Japan stands
today in international comparison.

Preface. Introduction: Today’s Japanese Economy at
a Glance. Chapter 1. Recent Developments: Bubbles,
A Financial Crisis, and Now. Chapter 2. An Aging
Japan. Chapter 3. Public Finance on a Perilous Path.
Chapter 4. Corporate Japan. Chapter 5. Workplace at a
Crossroads. Chapter 6. Japan and China. Bibliography.
Index.
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MARKET SOLUTIONS TO
PUBLIC NEEDS
Asian Institute of Management (AIM)
Print ISBN 9789814510233 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814510240 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2014 | 400pp | Hardback | Gale

The ASEAN Foundation, through the Japan–ASEAN Solidarity Fund, partnered with the Asian Institute of
Management to conduct a series of case studies on mainstreaming poverty alleviation initiatives in ASEAN.
This project, seamlessly linked with the Asian Development Bank Regional Technical Assistance (ADB RETA)
on “Regional Knowledge and Partnerships Networks of Poverty Reduction and Inclusive Growth”, aims to
contribute to the knowledge management process and structure of the RETA by including private sector
participation in the ASEAN region.

FEATURES:
• Provides a new perspective to the understanding
of mainstreaming poverty alleviation initiatives
in ASEAN by highlighting the roles of nongovernmental organizations, private firms, and
microfinance enterprises
• Includes 18 well-crafted case studies by scholars
from the AIM and subject experts in the field of
poverty alleviation and rural development and
management.

CONTENTS:
Preface. Introduction. Contributors. Chapter 1 .
Responding to the Fall-Out: The Impact of the Global
Economic Slowdown on Private Firms/ Enterprises,
Poverty Reduction, and Development Chapter 2.
Impact of NGOs on Poverty Alleviation in Southeast
Asia: The Case of Microfinance. Chapter 3. The Need
for PPP Arrangements to Make Business Pro-Poor and
Green. Chapter 4. Forging Partnerships for Nation
Building: The Gawad Kalinga Way. Chapter 5. Working
with Jatropha Smallholders, Green Energy Biomass,
J.S.C.Chapter 6. Low Cost Housing for Disaster Relief,
Habitat for Humanity, and World Concern, Myanmar.

Chapter 7. Habitat for Humanity Cambodia:
Building Houses, Improving Lives. Chapter 8. Huong
Hoa Tapioca Starch Factory, Vietnam. Chapter 9. A
Malaysian Multi-Party Public-Private Partnership:
Nestlé’s Collaboration with MARDI, MOSTI, and
Empire Rice Mills to Commercialize and Grow Red
Rice in Sarawak, Malaysia. Chapter 10. SCG SmallScale Forestry, Thailand. Chapter 11. The National
Biodigester Programme Cambodia: Building
Capacity for Delivery of Clean Energy to Rural
Households. Chapter 12. Sompo Japan WeatherIndex Insurance, Thailand. Chapter 13. Sumadi, a
Social Entrepreneur and Sanitarian: In Service for
Better Sanitation in East Java, Indonesia. Chapter
14. Sunlabob, Laos. Chapter 15. Solutions Using
Renewable Energy (SURE) Inc. Rural Energization
Project in Kalinga, Philippines. Chapter 16. The World
Toilet Organization: Using Leverage to Improve
Toilets and Sanitation Worldwide. Chapter 17. A
South-South Public-Private Partnership: Twinning
Malaysia’s Ranhill Utilities with Philippine’s Davao.
City Water District to Transfer Technical Knowledge
in Non-Revenue Water Management. Chapter 18
Yamaha Motor: Clean and Affordable Drinking Water
for Low Income and Poor Households in Indonesian
Rural Areas. Index.
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Studies on the Theory of Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics

A READER ON THE THEORY
OF BUILDING SOCIALISM WITH
CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
The Editorial Board
Print ISBN 9789814698030 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698047 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 320pp | Hardback | Gale

A Reader on the Theory of Building Socialism with Chinese Characteristics aims to provide a comprehensive
overview of the main theoretical developments, ideological guidelines, and national development strategies
that had been formulated by the Communist Party of China under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping through
Hu Jintao over the past more than three decades of Reform and Opening up in light of China’s basic national
conditions and the historical experience of socialist development and modernization. These include the Deng
Xiaoping Theory expounding the Four Cardinal Principles and market-oriented reform, the core socialist
values, the scientific outlook on development, and the important thought of Three Represents.
By putting forth these propositions, adhering to the principles, and implementing the policies delineated
in this book, the three generations of CPC leadership hoped to adapt Marxism to China’s actual social
and economic conditions, rejuvenate the Chinese nation, and develop China into a modern, moderately
prosperous, and harmonious society that is strong, democratic, and politically and culturally advanced.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a comprehensive overview and summary
of all the important concepts and policies
formulated by the CPC around the theme of
building socialism with Chinese characteristics
since Reform and Opening up
• Consists of four parts and 28 chapters
• First title in the series “Studies on the Theory of
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”

Part 1: The System of Theories of Building Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics
Part 2: The System of Core Socialist Values
Part 3: The Scientific Outlook on Development
Part 4: The Important Thought of Three Represents
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Studies on the Theory of Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics

THEORY OF BUILDING SOCIALISM
WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS:
A CHRONOLOGY
Party Literature Research Center of the CPC Central Committee
Print ISBN 9789814698139 | Print Price US$300.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698146 | eBook Price From US$330.00
© 2016 | 892pp | Hardback | Gale

Presented in the form of a detailed chronology of key events and people, together with the narratives that
accompanied them, Theory of Building Socialism with Chinese Characteristics: A Chronology aims to provide
readers with a comprehensive overview of the long and arduous process of theoretical exploration and
evolution that illustrates how Chinese leaders attempted to integrate Marxism with the concrete realities and
practices of China from 1978 to 2011. The necessary historical context and background information have been
provided based on archival records, mainly excerpts from official documents, meetings, speeches, and talks.
The book addresses fundamental issues that are related to building socialism with unique Chinese
characteristics, and primarily revolves around questions such as: What is the nature of socialism? How to build
socialism in China? What kind of party should be built? How to build such a party? How to achieve progress
and development in China? Without doubt, this single-volume book serves as an important and convenient
source and reference material for any English reader who is interested in understanding and gaining insights
into the official history and political ideology of contemporary China.

FEATURES:
• Provides a comprehensive overview of the formation and evolution of the theory of building socialism
with Chinese characteristics from 1978 to 2011 based on historical archives and official documents
• Presents a detailed chronology of key events and people in contemporary China, such as the Third Plenary
Session of the 11th CPC Central Committee where Deng Xiaoping became the paramount leader of China
and made the historic decision to adopt the Reform and Opening up policy, which set China on the course
of fast economic growth
• Second title in the series “Studies on the Theory of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”
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Studies on the Theory of Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics

A STUDY OF THE SCIENTIFIC
OUTLOOK ON DEVELOPMENT:
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Yan Zhimin, Peking University; Wang Shoulin, Air Force Command College
Print ISBN 9789814698238 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698245 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2016 | 316pp | Hardback | Gale

A Study of the Scientific Outlook on Development: Theory and Practice presents a comprehensive, well-researched,
and in-depth study of the scientific outlook on development proposed during the Hu Jintao administration
(2002-2012). The book comprises four sections. Section I is a general introduction of the major features of
this theory. Section II focuses on the theory’s historical background and position, arguing that China’s social
conditions of being at the primary stage of socialism serve as the theory’s basis while the experiences and
theories of other countries in this regard provide important inspiration for its formulation. Section III delineates
the actual content and essentials of the theory. Apart from analyzing why the theory takes development as
its essence, people-centered approach as its core, comprehensive, balanced, and sustainable development
as its basic requirement, and overall consideration as its fundamental approach, this section also discusses
questions such as how scientific, harmonious, and peaceful development can be achieved, and how the major
relations exhibited in the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics can be coordinated and balanced.
The last section outlines the fundamental requirements and principles that must be met and followed in
implementing the theory.
On the whole, the editors have provided a thorough discussion and critical analysis of practically all the
aspects and features of the scientific outlook on development, including its practical significance, historical
background and theoretical sources, scientific content and systematic structure, basic requirements and
fundamental principles, as well as problems concerning its implementation.

FEATURES:
• Presents a comprehensive, well-researched, and in-depth study of the scientific outlook on development
proposed during the Hu Jintao administration (2002-2012) by basing on official materials and drawing on
existing academic achievements in CPC theoretical studies
• Consists of three parts and ten chapters
• Third title in the series “Studies on the Theory of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”
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with Chinese Characteristics

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE THEORY
OF BUILDING SOCIALISM WITH
CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
Yuan Bingda, Party School of the Shanghai Municipal Committee of the CPC
Print ISBN 9789814698153 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698160 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2016 | 220pp | Hardback | Gale

This book explores the origins of the theoretical system of building socialism with Chinese characteristics
and expounds its basic content, logical structure, historical position, and major contribution, with a focus
on the source and development of Marxism in contemporary China. It argues that Marxism-Leninism and
Mao Zedong Thought constitute the theoretical and historical origin of the theory of building socialism with
Chinese characteristics, and Deng Xiaoping Theory serves as its natural and practical origin. Meanwhile,
being a continuation and development of Deng Xiaoping Theory, the important concepts of Three Represents
and the Scientific Outlook on Development represent the innovative achievements and theoretical
accomplishments of adapting Marxism to China’s conditions in the new period of Reform and Opening up,
and reflect the dynamic relationship between the source and the derived theories of Marxism in China. It
also contends that the theory of building socialism with Chinese characteristics is an open, inclusive, and
advanced scientific system that is poised to nurture, integrate, and develop new theories and open up new
ground for theoretical exploration and practice.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents a comprehensive, well-researched, and indepth study of the origins of the systematic theory
of building socialism with Chinese characteristics
and expounds its basic content, logical structure,
historical position, and major contribution (with a
focus on the source and development of Marxism
in contemporary China) by basing on official
materials and drawing on existing academic
achievements in CPC theoretical studies
• Consists of five chapters
• Fourth title in the series “Studies on the Theory
of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”

Foreword
Chapter 1: The Theoretical Origin and Historical
Course of Adapting Marxism to Conditions in China.
Chapter 2: Charting the Road of Socialism with
Chinese Characteristics and Deng Xiaoping Theory.
Chapter 3: The Development of Socialism with Chinese
Characteristics and the Important Thought of Three
Represents. Chapter 4: Comprehensive Development
of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics and the
Scientific Outlook on Development. Chapter 5:
Integration and Innovation of Theoretical System of
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics.
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MARXISM AND SOCIALISM WITH
CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
Jin Huiming, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Print ISBN 9789814698214 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 79789814698221 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2017 | 458pp | Hardback | Gale

The adaptation of Marxism to actual Chinese conditions resulted in the creation of a theoretical system of building
socialism with Chinese characteristics. This system, formulated by the Communist Party of China (CPC), is the theoretical
summary of the essence and general laws of China’s socialist reform and economic development since the founding of
the People’s Republic in 1949, especially during the decades of Reform and Opening up that started from 1978. Being an
innovative application and development of Marxism in the historical context of contemporary China, it not only follows
the general principles of Marxism and scientific socialism, but also exhibits features that are unique to the Chinese nation.
Basing on official materials and drawing on existing academic achievements in CPC theoretical studies, Marxism
and Socialism with Chinese Characteristics focuses on the interpretation of the basic tenets, theoretical value and
contemporary significance of traditional Marxism, the exploration of the features of the theoretical system of Chinese
socialism from various perspectives, and in particular the study of the relationship between these two important
theories, shedding light on the historical process of the sinicization of Marxism. The chapters in the book are arranged
topically and interrelated. Topics covered include the origin and development of socialist ideology; the sinicization of
Marxism and the creation of the theory of building socialism with Chinese characteristics; the development law of the
socialist market economy; socialist democracy and the dictatorship of the proletariat; the Marxist theory on political
party and party-building in China; and the scientific outlook on development, all of which are aimed at illuminating
the significance and relevance of Marxism in contemporary times, especially in the context of China.

FEATURES:
• Examines the basic tenets, theoretical value and
contemporary significance of traditional Marxism
• Elaborates on the sinicization of Marxism and
features of the theoretical system of Chinese
socialism from various perspectives
• Consists of 12 chapters
• Fifth title in the series “Studies on the Theory of
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”

CONTENTS:
Preface. Chapter 1: Marxism and Its Great Significance
in Contemporary World. Chapter 2: Marxist Outlook
on Epoch and the Features of Contemporary Epoch.
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Chapter 3: Origin, Features, and Contemporary
Development of Scientific Socialism. Chapter 4:
Exploration for Building Socialism in Backward
Countries. Chapter 5: The Sinicization of Marxism
and the Theoretical System of Building Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics. Chapter 6: The Marxist
Class Theory and New Changes of Chinese Social
Classes. Chapter 7: Characteristics and Development
Patterns of the Socialist Market Economy. Chapter
8: Socialist Democracy and the Dictatorship of
the Proletariat. Chapter 9: Marxist Theory on
Political Party and the Party-Building of China.
Chapter 10: The Situation and Strategy for Socialist
Ideology. Chapter 11: The Scientific Outlook on
Development and a Harmonious Society. Chapter 12:
Human Emancipation and Freedom and All-around
Development. Postscript

Nation & World
CHINA’S PATH TOWARD
NATIONAL REJUVENATION

REVIEW AND REFLECTIONS

Zhang Chuanjia, PLA National Defense University
Yan Xiaofeng, PLA National Defense University
Print ISBN 9789814698191 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698207 | eBook Price From US$165.00
©2018 | 474pp | Hardback | Gale

China’s Path Toward National Rejuvenation: Review and Reflections presents the tortuous journey the Chinese nation
has gone through in pursuing and achieving the socio-political ideal of national rejuvenation for more than a hundred
years since the first Opium War (1840–1842). Beginning with a critical account of late-Qing historical events such
as the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom Movement, the Westernization Movement, the Hundred Days’ Reform of 1898,
and the Revolution of 1911, it goes on to focus on how the Communist Party of China (CPC), through integrating the
theory of Marxism with the actual conditions and concrete practices in China, eventually led the Chinese people
to win the victory in the New Democratic Revolution (1919–1949). The founding of the People’s Republic ushered
in a new era of building socialism with Chinese characteristics, as aptly represented by the nation’s Reform and
Opening-up program undertaken since 1978. Divided into four parts, the book examines the entire process of and
reveals the basic laws behind such a huge endeavor and achievement of the Chinese nation, and also reflects upon
the experiences and lessons learnt in the course of pursuing national rejuvenation.

FEATURES:
• Examines the nearly two century-long process
of pursuing the socio-political ideal of national
rejuvenation by the Chinese nation
• Reflects upon the experiences and lessons learned
in the course of pursuing such an endeavor
• Consists of four parts and 18 chapters
• Sixth title in the series “Studies on the Theory of
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”

CONTENTS:
Chapter 1: The Theoretical Weapons for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 2: The Fundamental Paths for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 3: The Leading Forces for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 4: Removing the Historical Barriers
Chapter 5: Laying the Foundation
Chapter 6: Creating the Political Advantages

Chapter 7: From Widespread Poverty to Overall Well-off
Chapter 8: From Planned Economy to Socialist Market
Economy
Chapter 9: From Closed-door Policy to All-around
Opening-Up
Chapter 10: From Rule of Man to Rule of Law
Chapter 11: From Despising Knowledge to Rejuvenating
the Country through Science and Education
Chapter 12: From Ossified Conservatism to Being Full of
Creative Vitality
Chapter 13: Raising High the Banner of National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 14: Laying the Material Basis of National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 15: Creating the Political Ecology for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 16: Attaining the Spiritual Power for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 17: Reinforcing the Safety Control for National
Rejuvenation
Chapter 18: Building the Core of Leadership for National
Rejuvenation
Postscript
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A STUDY OF CHINA’S STRATEGY
FOR PEACEFUL DEVELOPMENT
Li Jingzhi, Pu Ping
Print ISBN 9789814698177 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814698184 | eBook Price From US$165.00
©2018 | 518pp | Hardback | Gale

Pursuing peaceful development and building a harmonious world underlie China’s diplomatic principles and
policies since the early 1980s. In A Study of China’s Strategy for Peaceful Development, the authors examine
various patterns of national rise, especially those of Britain, the US, Germany, and Japan, and investigate
theoretically the possibility and necessity of China’s pursuit of peaceful development and a harmonious
world. The authors also elaborate on other related topics such as the international order, world security,
foreign relations, external environment, economic globalization, cultural logic, natural resources, and the
question of Taiwan.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Examines various patterns of national rise,
especially those of Britain, the US, Germany, and
Japan
• Investigates theoretically the possibility
and necessity of China’s pursuit of peaceful
development and a harmonious world.
• Elaborates on other related topics such as the
international order, world security, external
environment, globalization, foreign relations,
natural resources, and the question of Taiwan.

Introduction
Chapter 1: A Comparison of Patterns of Rise
Chapter 2: China’s Peaceful Development and the
International Order
Chapter 3: China’s Peaceful Development and
World Security
Chapter 4: China’s Peaceful Development and
Economic Globalization
Chapter 5: China’s Peaceful Development and the
World’s Environment and Resources
Chapter 6: China’s Peaceful Development and
Foreign Relations
Chapter 7: China’s Peaceful Development and
Relations Across the Taiwan Strait
Chapter 8: China’s International Strategy for
Peaceful Development
Chapter 9: Pursuing Peaceful Development and
Working Toward a Harmonious World
Index
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Religion & Phenomena
ESSENTIALS OF BUDDHISM
Questions and Answers
Zhao Puchu
Print ISBN 9789814609722 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814609739 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2015 | 132pp | Hardback | Gale

The history of Buddhism dates back to the year 580 BC with the teachings of Buddha Siddhartha Gautama
forming the basis of the Buddhist worldview and practice. Over the last 25 centuries, it has become one
of the most important Asian spiritual traditions. Buddhism has shown a flexible approach by adapting
itself to different conditions and local ideas while maintaining its core teachings. As such, Buddhism today
encompasses a number of different traditions, beliefs, and practices.
Essentials of Buddhism: Questions and Answers is the fruit of Zhao Puchu’s lifetime study of Buddhism. In the
form of questions and answers, Essentials of Buddhism addresses questions related to Buddhism such as its
origin, literature, disciples as well as its history in India and China over the past 2,500 years. Providing general
readers with a solid overview of Buddhism, this book is an essential guide for an in-depth study of Buddhism.

FEATURES:

CONTENTS:

• Presents an overview of the Buddha’s teachings
that concern both theory and practice
• Covers a comprehensive range of topics such
as the founding of the Sangha, the origins of
Buddhism and its development in India and China
• Written in a simple format of questions and
answers that encourages readers to explore the
secrets of Buddhism

Preface.
Translator’s Words.
Chapter 1: The Buddha and the Origin of
Buddhism
Chapter 2: The Essence of the Buddha Dhamma
and the Buddhist Canonical Literature
Chapter 3: The Sangha and the Buddha’s
Disciples
Chapter 4: The Development, Decline, and
Resurgence of Buddhism in India
Chapter 5: The Spread, Development, and
Evolution of Buddhism in China
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CHINA’S BUDDHIST CULTURE
Fang Li-Tian, Renmin University of China
Print ISBN 9789814281423 | Print Price US$150.00
eBook ISBN 9789814281898 | eBook Price From US$165.00
© 2010 | 160pp | Hardback | Gale

This book elaborates and elucidates the concepts and characteristics of China’s Buddhist culture with special
emphasis on two aspects: (1) the historical evolution of Chinese Buddhism as well as related ancient books,
records, basic doctrines, systems and protocols, and famous historical and cultural sites; and (2) the influence
of Buddhism on such aspects of Chinese culture as politics, ethics, philosophy, literature and art, and folk
customs, as well as the differences and similarities between Buddhism and both Confucianism and Taoism.
The book further summarizes the structure, core beliefs, internal and external relations, root of evolution,
and peculiarity of China’s Buddhist culture system. It aims to provide an in-depth understanding of the
historical status of Buddhism and its important role in the evolution of Chinese culture.

FEATURES:

CONTECVNTS:

• Written by one of the best scholars of Buddhism
in mainland China
• Elaborates on the influence of Buddhism on
Chinese politics, ethics, philosophy, literature,
art, and folk customs
• Provides an in-depth understanding of the
historical status of Buddhism and its important
role in the evolution of Chinese culture

Chapter 1: Buddhism and Chinese Politics
Chapter 2: Buddhism and Chinese Ethics
Chapter 3: Buddhism and Chinese Philosophy
Chapter 4: Buddhism and Chinese Literature
Chapter 5: Buddhism and Chinese Art
Chapter 6: Buddhism and Chinese Folk Customs
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1-11-11 Kudankita
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0073
Japan
T (81) 3 3511 4390
F (81) 3 3511 4391
E asia.infojapan@cengage.com
cengage.jp

Cengage Learning (Beijing)
Education Technology Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai Branch)
Unit 708–709, Center 88
No.88, Changning Road
Chang Ning District, Shanghai
P.R. China 200042
T (86) 21 5466 6400
F (86) 21 6215 8001
E asia.infochina@cengage.com
cengage.com.cn
Cengage Learning Hong Kong Limited
Units 2501-02, Nanyang Plaza
57 Hung To Road, Kwun Tong
Kowloon, Hong Kong
T (852) 2612 1833
F (852) 2408 2498
E asia.infohongkong@cengage.com

Cengage Learning Korea Ltd.
14F, YTN Newsquare,
76, Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu
Seoul, 03926
Korea, South
T (82) 2 330 7000
F (82) 2 330 7001
E asia.infokorea@cengage.com
cengage.co.kr
Cengage Learning Asia Pte. Ltd.
(Malaysia Branch)
Co. Reg No: 993622K
GST Reg No: 001445896192
Lot A-3A-42, Block A, 3A floor
IOI Boulevard, Jalan Kenari 5
Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170 Puchong
Selangor, Malaysia
T (60) 3 8076 9699
F (60) 3 8076 9692
E asia.infomalaysia@cengage.com

For territories not listed above, please contact Cengage Learning in Singapore

Cengage Learning Asia Pte. Ltd.
(Philippine Branch)
Unit 1103, 11th Corporate Center
11th Avenue, corner Triangle Drive
North Bonifacio, Bonifacio Global City
Taguig City, Philippines 1634
T (63) 2 869 9660/61/62
F (63) 2 869-8123
E asia.infophilippines@cengage.com
Cengage Learning Asia Pte. Ltd.
(Taiwan Branch)
3F-1, No.129, Section 2
Zhongshan North Road
Zhongshan District
Taipei City 104
Taiwan
T (886) 2 2581 6588
F (886) 2 2581 9118
E asia.infotaiwan@cengage.com
Cengage Learning Indo-China Limited
408/32 Phaholyothin Place Building
8th Floor, Phaholyothin Avenue
Samseannai, Phayathai
Bangkok 10400
Thailand
T (66) 2 619 0433–5
F (66) 2 619 0436
E asia.infothailand@cengage.com
Cengage Learning Vietnam
Company Limited
Suite 1111, 11th Floor
Zen Plaza Building
54–56 Nguyen Trai Street, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City
Vietnam
T (84) 28 3925 7877
F (84) 28 3925 7881
E asia.infovietnam@cengage.com

